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Counting is one of the most elementary things in the world. It appears in almost all kinds
of human activity, ranging from rhythm in music and poetry, proportion and dimension
in arts, statistics in social sciences and experiments in natural sciences.
At the same time, counting, or equivalently, the idea of numbers, is also one of the first
levels of abstraction that one seeks – two objects (they could be groups of people, time
intervals, or simply sets) are similar, if there exists a one–to–one relation between them,
which is usually taken as the definition of ‘they have the same number’ (see Russell’s
“Principles of Mathematics”). This reduction principle, i.e., giving up the interest in
individual identity for the sake of a common property or structure, is one of the underlying
mechanisms of science and will be quite visible throughout this thesis.
We will be concerned with asymptotic enumeration, by which we mean obtaining good
approximations for the numbers of objects in a given class. In general, counting is easy
in situations where one can generate all objects by a sequence of independent decisions
such that two different sequences never produce the same object – for then the number of
members is precisely the product of the number of possibilities one had at each step. For
example, the number of subsets in an n-element set is 2n, because for each element we can
decide independently whether it should belong to the subset or not. However, the required
independence is often not given, on the contrary one usually finds that depending on how
earlier decisions are taken later decisions may be forced. Since we are only interested in
the approximate number of objects, one way to circumvent this problem is the following:
within the class in question, find a subclass which can be enumerated by independent
decisions, and show that this subclass contains almost all of the objects of the larger class.
This strategy is very attractive since it not only estimates the cardinality of the larger
class, but at the same time proves a result about the global structure of the larger class:
draw an object uniformly at random from the class, then with high probability it satisfies
the conditions that define the subclass. This observation leads us to two important points.
First, it shows that the design of algorithms can profit from good estimates for cardi-
nalities and knowledge of the global structure of the space of inputs. This applies especially
when we consider the average case analysis of an algorithm: even though it might per-
form very badly in the worst case, it may well be that it is extremely successful for the
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overwhelming majority of input instances, because they belong to a large subclass which
has a nice structure.
Second, it brings us back to the reduction principle of sacrificing individual identity
in the course of reunification under the name of a global structure. This might seem
disturbing because it is actually not the common structure of all members, but only that
of the majority! Take two results, which we will consider in more detail in this thesis:
‘almost all triangle-free graphs are bipartite’, and ‘almost all partially ordered sets have
height 3’. These statements are likely to surprise someone who works with odd cycles or
linear orders. In other words, the degree of acceptance or understanding that a result of
the above type receives will depend entirely on the subjective view of the audience, namely
on whether the audience really regards all instances of the given universe as equally likely
or interesting. However, there is a way to accommodate different points of view, and this
brings us to the following.
The evolution process of a random structure denotes the following ‘experiment’: choose
a parameter of the objects in the class under consideration, for example the number of
edges (in a triangle–free graph) or the number of comparable pairs (in a poset). Now
consider only one ‘slice’ of the universe, namely only those objects where the parameter is
equal to a fixed value x and pose the following questions: what does a typical object from
this slice look like? How many objects are there in this slice? And how do the answers to
the first two questions change when x changes?
We keep to our examples, since this will lead us straight to the main result of this
thesis. In the case of triangle–free graphs, Prömel and Steger showed in 1996 that as the
number of edges increases, a random triangle–free graph exhibits two phase transitions:
first it is almost surely bipartite, then it is not, and then it is once again. In the case of
posets denote by Pn,d the class of all n-point posets with dn2 relations. In 1978, Dhar
determined |Pn,d| in the range 18 ≤ d ≤
3
16 and showed that here a typical poset consists
of three ‘layers’ (see below for a definition). In 1979, Kleitman and Rothschild determined
|Pn,d| in the range 0 < d ≤ 18 and showed that here a typical poset consists of two layers,
i.e. it is bipartite. Their paper concludes with the following remark:
Above 316n
2 one might guess that the dominant states have three [layers] with
equal top and bottom population at least until d = 29n
2 at which point all three
[layers] would be equal in size. Eventually four and higher [layer posets] would
dominate. Just where and what happens there is not obvious. Presumably
phase transitions occur at each such point. One not only lacks a method of
proof, but even sensible conjectures in this higher range.
The main result of this thesis is to complete the picture by describing the whole
evolution process of Pn,d in the range 0 < d < 12 . We determine |Pn,d| for any d and
show that there exist an infinite number of phase transitions. Finally we describe how the
structure of a typical partially ordered set changes during these phases.
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This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 contains a detailed introduction to the
area of asymptotic enumeration, random structures and evolution processes. The chapter
is subdivided into Section 1.1 that deals with graphs, Section 1.2 that deals with partially
ordered sets, and finally Section 1.3, where we first describe the previous work by Dhar
and Kleitman and Rothschild before we state and explain our main result.
Chapter 2 contains the first part of the proof of the main result. Here we first prove in
Section 2.1 that every poset is ‘close’ to one with a ‘partitionable’ structure and then show
in Section 2.2 that it suffices to consider the case where the partition classes are arranged
in a ‘linear’ way.
Chapter 3 determines the number and size of the partition classes that such a linear
partitionable ‘configuration’ must have in order to describe the typical structure of a poset
in Pn,d. Here we first develop a number of necessary conditions in Section 3.1 and then
concentrate on those configurations satisfying them. In Section 3.2 we show that for each
d there can be only one such configuration. Section 3.3 closes with a proof of the main
result. Section 3.4 contains the proofs of a number of technical statements needed in
Chapter 3.
Both in Chapters 2 and 3 an outline of the proofs can be found towards the beginning
of the chapters.
I am very grateful to Prof. Dr. Hans Jürgen Prömel, who introduced me to the area of
asymptotic enumeration in general and the evolution of partially ordered sets in particular.
This thesis was written under his supervision and is based on joint work with him and
Prof. Dr. Angelika Steger. I would like to thank both of them for their encouraging
collaboration. Moreover, I owe many thanks to my friends and colleagues for very helpful
discussions and suggestions. Finally, I express my deep appreciation to my family for
keeping me in touch with reality.

Notation
In this section we introduce the basic notation used in this thesis. If n is a positive integer,
then we let [n] := {1, . . . , n}. For a real number x we denote by x the largest integer
that is smaller or equal to x, and by x	 the smallest integer that is larger or equal to
x. However we will often be somewhat sloppy and disregard rounding in which case the
brackets will be omitted but tacitly assumed. Furthermore, the logarithm to base 2 will
be denoted by log.
We will sometimes use the Landau symbols O, o,Ω,Θ, ω. Notice that in the case of o
we will also use them for functions with a negative range.
The entropy function H : (0, 1) → (0, 1] is defined by
H(x) := −x log x− (1 − x) log(1 − x).





A graph is an ordered pair G = (V (G), E(G)) where V = V (G) is a set, and E = E(G)





. Here V is called the set
of vertices and E the set of edges. In a directed graph, sometimes abbreviated as digraph,
the edges are directed and hence E ⊆ V × V . A graph H is a (weak) subgraph of G if




. If equality holds in the latter condition, then
H is an induced subgraph of G. If H is not a subgraph of G, then G is called H-free.
Two vertices v,w of a graph G are called adjacent if {v,w} ∈ E(G). A vertex w is a
neighbour of a vertex v if v and w are adjacent. The neighbourhood Γ(v) is the set of all
neighbours of v, and the degree deg(v) of v is the cardinality of its neighbourhood. A k-
colouring of a graph G is a function f : V (G) → [k] such that for every edge {v,w} ∈ E(G)
we have f(v) = f(w). The chromatic number χ(G) is the least integer k for which there
exists a k-colouring of G. If χ(G) = 2, then G is called bipartite.
A partially ordered set, often abbreviated as poset, is an ordered pair P = (X,P )
where X is a set (usually called the point set or the ground set) and P is a reflexive,
ix
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antisymmetric, and transitive binary relation on X. For two points x, y ∈ X we write
x ≤ y if (x, y) ∈ P , and x < y if x ≤ y and x = y.
If x < y then we say that x, y form a comparable pair or, in abuse of notation, a
relation. If neither x ≤ y nor y ≤ x then we say that x and y are incomparable and write
x‖y. We denote by inc(x) the set of all points that are incomparable to x. Moreover we
say that x is covered by y (also y covers x, or (x, y) is a cover relation) if x < y and there
is no point z for which x < z and z < y holds. In this case we write x <: y. On the other
hand, if x < y but (x, y) is not a cover relation, we write xy and call it a forced relation.
A subset {x1, . . . , xk} ⊆ X is called a chain if all pairs xi, xj are comparable. It is
called an antichain if all pairs are incomparable. In the case of a chain we write [x1, . . . , xk]
if x1 > · · · > xk. If the complete point set X is a chain, then P is called a linear (or total)
order.
A point x is called maximal (respectively, minimal) if there is no point y with x < y
(respectively, y < x). A chain is called maximal if it cannot be extended to a larger chain.
It is called maximum if no other chain contains more points. The same terminology applies
for antichains. The height of a poset is the number of points in a maximum chain, the
width is the number of points in a maximum antichain.
A poset is called ranked if there exists a rank function r that assigns non–negative
integers to the points in such a way that for some minimal point x we have r(x) = 0,
and whenever x <: y we have r(x) + 1 = r(y). If furthermore all minimal points and all
maximal points have the same rank respectively (which implies that every maximal chain
is also maximum) then we say that the poset is graded.
With a poset P = (X,P ) we associate the comparability graph G and the cover graph
G′. The vertex sets of both graphs are given by X, the edges in G are formed by the
comparable pairs in P , while the edges in G′ are formed by the cover pairs in P . The
degree of a point is defined as the degree of the corresponding vertex in the comparability
graph.
The dimension of a poset P , as defined by Dushnik and Miller [17], is the least integer
k such that the relation on P is equal to the intersection of k linear orders on the same
point set.
Unless stated otherwise, we will be dealing with labeled graphs and posets. Without
loss of generality, every graph on n vertices will have vertex set [n] and every poset on n
points will have point set [n].
Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter we give a detailed introduction to the various themes that we merely
touched upon in the preface. In the first section we focus on graphs. Here we will consider
the enumeration of graph properties as well as results about the structure of random
graphs. We shall explain how they can be used in the design and analysis of algorithms.
Finally we will deal with evolution processes. In the second section we focus on partially
ordered sets and their enumeration, as well as several models of random posets. Let us
mention at this point that although we give far more details here than in the preface, there
is still not enough space for a truly adequate treatment, so we refer the interested reader
to the works by Steger [59] and Brightwell [11].
The reader who is familiar with the above material should skip the first two sections
and start with the third section. It begins with an account of the results of Dhar and
Kleitman and Rothschild that represent the immediate surroundings of our results. The
latter are then stated, explained and illustrated.
1.1 Counting graphs
Hereditary properties of graphs. Many interesting families of graphs are defined by
requiring that every member of the family must (or, to the contrary, must not) have one
or several particular substructures. As an illustration, think of graphs possessing a path
which runs through all the vertices, graphs which contain no odd cycles as subgraphs or
graphs that contain no K5 and K3,3 as minors. If one now tries to enumerate such a
family of graphs, then one realizes that the decision whether a particular edge belongs to
the graph or not is in fact highly dependent on previous decisions, because the structural
properties defining the family have to be satisfied.
Let us consider such families of graphs in more detail. A graph property P is a union
of isomorphism classes of finite graphs, and in order to avoid trivialities, we will always
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assume that the properties we deal with contain infinitely many non-isomorphic graphs,
but, at least for all large enough n, not all graphs on n vertices. A property is called
hereditary if it is closed under taking induced subgraphs.
When considering a graph property, two natural questions arise, the first of which is:
how many graphs ‘belong’ to the property? Again, for more precision, let Pn be the set
of those graphs in P with vertex set [n], then this first question asks to determine the
sequence
(|Pn|)∞n=1.
Scheinerman and Zito [57] were able to show that for every hereditary property the rate
of growth (i.e. the above sequence) belongs to one of the following categories: constant,
polynomially, exponentially, factorially, or superfactorially.
We will be interested in properties that are very rich, by which we mean that their
rate of growth is close to maximal. Following the terminology used in [6], we define the





) , in other words, 2cn(P)·(n2) = |Pn|, (1.1)




provided that the limit exists.
If P is also closed under taking (weak) subgraphs, then P is called monotone and here
it makes sense to consider the following, second question: how many edges can a graph
in P possibly have? For a hereditary property it might very well be, for example, that
Kn ∈ Pn, so in order to pose a generally sensible question we need to rephrase it a bit:
try to maximize the number of edges a graph G = ([n], E) can have such that there exists
a graph G̃ = ([n], Ẽ) with E ∩ Ẽ = ∅ so that for all E′ ⊆ E the graph G′ = ([n], Ẽ ∪ E′)








denotes the asymptotic size of P, provided that the limit exists. G̃ is called the supple-




different edges that can
be added to G̃ while still remaining in P, we have
|Pn| ≥ 2en(P)(
n
2), hence c(P) ≥ e(P). (1.4)
Trivially, every hereditary property P can be described in terms of forbidden induced
subgraphs: from the set of all graphs not contained in P it suffices to forbid exactly those
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that are minimal (w.r.t. taking induced subgraphs). In complete analogy, a monotone
property can be defined by forbidden weak subgraphs. We will first concentrate on the
case where only one subgraph is forbidden. Denote by Forbn(H) the family of all graphs
with vertex set [n] that do not contain H as a (weak) subgraph, and by Forb∗n(H) the
family of all graphs with vertex set [n] that do not contain H as an induced subgraph.
Also define exn(H) and ex
∗
n(H) as follows:











Turán’s theorem [63, 64], which is widely considered to be the starting point of extremal










Generalizing this, Erdős, Stone and Simonovits [31, 30] discovered that it is actually the










The following result brings us back to the first question of determining c(Forbn(H)) and
shows how closely extremal graph theory is connected with enumeration. In 1986, Erdős,








hence for any graph H with χ(H) ≥ 3
|Forbn(H)| = 2exn(H)·(1+o(1)), (1.5)
or, equivalently,
c(Forbn(H)) = e(Forbn(H)) = 1 −
1
χ(H)− 1 .
Analogous results for the case when H is bipartite are not known. Partial results for
the case of H = Ck were given by Kleitman and Wilson [41] and Kreuter [45].
In the case of forbidden induced subgraphs Prömel and Steger discovered similar results.
They first defined the graph parameter τ(H) which is a generalization of the chromatic
number χ(H) and the clique covering number σ(H). Namely, denote by τ(H) the greatest
positive integer k for which there exists an integer k′ ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} such that for every
(k − 1)–colourable graph H ′ in which k′ colour classes are replaced by cliques we have
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H ′ ∈ Forb∗n(H). Now we can state the results by Prömel and Steger [52, 53] where τ





















and again, this is equivalent to
c(Forb∗n(H)) = e(Forb∗n(H)) = 1−
1
τ(H) − 1 .
Later, Alekseev [3] and Bollobás and Thomason [8] independently proved that this also
holds when forbidding whole families of induced subgraphs. Thus for every hereditary
property P the asymptotic logarithmic density and the asymptotic size exist and are in
fact equal.
Counting and typical structure. One of the most interesting aspects of the above
results as expressed in (1.5) or (1.6) is that not only do they compute the asymptotic
number of elements but they also show that a substantial proportion of the class P in
question are from a well–structured subclass P ′, namely the class of those graphs that are
generated by combining a subgraph of the extremal graph with the supplemental graph.
These graphs will obviously be very similar in structure, and hence we are tempted to
believe that this structure is not only representative for P ′ but also for P.
Naturally the subject of counting elements in a set and determining the structure of a
‘typical’ element are closely related: if we know that a typical element possesses a certain
structure, then this must mean that most elements in P have this structure, hence it might
suffice to enumerate the subclass of elements with exactly this structure – and enumerating
them might actually be a lot easier because of their structure. Or, vice versa, if we find a
‘big’ subclass P ′ within the class P, then the structure defining P ′ might well be that of
a typical element. Obviously here the terms typical and big are still far too vague and we
shall make them precise as soon as possible.
One way to prove that an element typically possesses a certain structure is to choose
an element at random from the set in question and to show that with very high probability
it has the property – this is the underlying theme of the theory of random graphs. It first
appeared as a tool for a probabilistic construction, where Erdős [20] proved that for every
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n there exists a graph on n vertices which has neither a clique nor an independent set on
2 log n vertices, and in fact the proof shows that almost all graphs on n vertices satisfy
this condition. Since this is the first result of this type that we are mentioning, let us state
it again with more precision: denote by Gn the set of all labeled graphs with vertex set [n]
and let G′n be the set of those graphs in Gn that have neither a clique nor an independent
set of order 2 log n. Then
|G′n|
|Gn|
−→ 1 as n → ∞.
Equivalently, introducing the language of classical random graph theory, let Gn,p be the
random graph obtained by starting with the empty graph on the vertex set [n] and then
inserting each edge independently with probability p. Obviously for a fixed graph G the
chance that Gn, 1
2
= G is the same for all graphs G, namely 2−(
n
2), which is the reason why
Gn, 1
2





) < 2 log n and α(Gn, 1
2
) < 2 log n
]
−→ 1 as n → ∞.
We will later come back to the random graph Gn,p when we deal with the evolution
process of Gn,p, but let us already at this point mention that the theory of random graphs
and in particular the Gn,p model has proved to be a great success (for an overview we
refer the reader to the monograph by Bollobás [5] or the survey article by Karoński [34]),
provoking the development of new techniques on the boundary between combinatorics
and probability theory such as large deviation inequalities in general and martingale in-
equalities in particular. However, most of these methods rely heavily on the fact that the
random structures are generated by a series of independent events. As we saw already at
the beginning of this chapter, unfortunately this is no longer true when seeking random
elements from classes such as Forbn(H) or Forb∗n(H), hence most of the above mentioned
methods remain ineffective here.
Nevertheless there are results about the structure of almost all graphs in these classes.
The starting point here is the class Forbn(K3). In 1976, Erdős, Kleitman and Rothschild
[23] proved that
almost all triangle–free graphs are 2-colourable. (1.7)
This result was generalized in two ways: for any constant  , Lamken and Rothschild [47]
showed that almost all graphs in Forbn(C2+1) are 2-colourable, and Kolaitis, Prömel and
Rothschild [44] proved that almost all graphs in Forbn(K+1) are  -colourable. A further
extension, re–uniting the latter two results, was obtained by Prömel and Steger [54] who
characterized the family of forbidden graphs H for which such a statement holds. Denote
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by Coln( ) the family of all labeled  -colourable graphs with vertex set [n]. Then for a
graph H with χ(H) =  + 1 ≥ 3
|Forbn(H)| = (1 + o(1)) · |Coln( )|
if and only if H contains an edge whose deletion from H causes χ(H) to decrease.
Using typical structure. It is clear that information about the space of input
instances can be an advantage when designing algorithms that take inputs from that
space. On the one hand, the worst–case analysis of an algorithm will always concentrate
on the worst–possible problem instance when computing the running time, and we know
from the theory of NP–completeness that (under the assumption P=NP) with this measure
of performance most of the optimization problems cannot be solved in polynomial time.
On the other hand, such worst–case pessimism might be misleading and it might in fact
be much more realistic to attempt a probabilistic analysis of an algorithm. This analysis
assigns some weight to every instance, turning our input space into a probability space and
the running time into an expected running time. For practical applications, the assigned
weights would be chosen to correspond to the frequency of occurrence of the problem
instance, and the success depends on how well the probability space can model the space
of real problem instances.
One of the first examples of this approach is the simplex algorithm. The well-known
article by Klee and Minty [37] shows that its worst–case running time is exponential,
but using a certain pivot-rule and considering a natural probability distribution it can be
shown to have a polynomial expected running time [10]. Another example is the graph
colouring problem. In 1984 Karp [35] asked for an algorithm that optimally colours Gn,p
in polynomial expected time. This central question is still open, but partial results by
Kučera [46], Dyer and Frieze [18], and Prömel and Steger [55] are known. For example,
the aforementioned paper presents an algorithm that, for some constant  , colours any
graph in Forbn(K) with the optimal number of colours in expected linear time.
The point we want to make in this section, namely how knowledge about the structure
of typical inputs helps to design algorithms, is the basis of all the algorithms mentioned
above. It is probably best illustrated by yet another example: an algorithm by Wilf [66]
which, for some constant  , takes as input a graph G drawn uniformly at random from
Gn and either produces a correct  -colouring of G or correctly decides that G is not  -
colourable – and does so in constant(!) expected time. The algorithm is extremely simple:
while reading the input vertex by vertex, it keeps looking for cliques on  +1 vertices. As
soon as it finds one, it stops and returns the answer “no”. If, even after the whole input
has been read, no such clique has been found, it uses an arbitrary brute–force method
to come to a conclusion. The reason why the algorithm can be expected to be so fast,
is also simple: we know that the number of K+1-free graphs is small when compared to
the number of all graphs, hence with a high chance the input graph has a clique of size
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 + 1 already at the beginning of the input string. To be a bit more precise, calculate the
probability that the above algorithm has not found the required clique after reading the
first i vertices and the edges between them. This can only happen if the subgraph induced




2) different ways in which
such an initial subgraph can be extended to a graph on n vertices. Using the bound given
in (1.5), the probability is given by
2−(
n









Hence if we allow O(i+1) time to look for the clique on the first i vertices and O( n) =
O(2n logn) time for the brute–force procedure at the end, the expected running time is
bounded from above by
n−1∑
i=0
O((i + 1)+1) · 2− 1 (
i
2)+o(i




Evolving typical structure. In the last paragraph we saw how information about
the structure of typical elements from a given probability space can be used when designing
algorithms that take inputs from that space. This brings us to the following question:
how does the structure of a typical graph gradually change as the probability distribution
changes? This is the key question when investigating the evolution process of the random
graph Gn,p.
In a series of seminal papers Erdős und Rényi [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] investigated
the evolution of random graphs, thereby marking the starting point of the theory of
random graphs. For many graph properties Erdős und Rényi noticed so-called phase
transition phenomena: until p reaches a certain threshold, Gn,p will almost surely not
have the property in question, whereas beyond this threshold suddenly it will almost surely
possess it. Here almost surely stands for “with probability tending to 1, as n → ∞”.
(For brevity we will omit this phrase in the following.) This area has been and still is
a flourishing field of research. Here we only briefly outline the main evolutionary phases
as described in [25] and again refer the reader for more details and further references to
[5, 13, 34].
Phase 1: p = o(1/n). Here Gn,p is a forest. Trees on k vertices appear for the first time
when p = Θ(n−k/(k−1)).
Phase 2: p ∼ c/n where 0 < c < 1. All connected components of Gn,p are either trees or
trees with one additional edge. The largest component is a tree of order Θ(logn).
Phase 3: p ∼ 1/n. Here the largest component, now called the giant component, suddenly
has order n2/3. However by ‘slowing down’ the growth of p one sees that the evolution of
Gn,p is rapid but continuous.
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Phase 4: p ∼ c/n where c > 1. This phase can roughly be described as the merging of
the small components (most of which are trees) into the giant component, which now has
Θ(n) vertices.
Phase 5: p ∼ c log n/n where c ≥ 1. Here Gn,p is about to become connected.
Phase 6: p ∼ ω(n) log n/n where ω(n) → ∞. Here Gn,p is connected and all the vertices
have asymptotically the same degree.
Now we turn our attention to what could be called constrained graphical evolution.
We have already seen in (1.7) that almost all triangle-free graphs are bipartite. But is
this also true if we focus our attention on an early evolutionary stage? Let us choose
our random graph uniformly, not from Forbn(K3) but from Forbn,m(K3), the set of all
triangle–free graphs with vertex set [n] that have m edges. As already pointed out before,
due to the lack of independence most of the methods used to obtain results about Gn,p
are ineffective when one considers random graphs from Forbn(H). In spite of this, Prömel
and Steger [56] succeeded in showing that there exist constants c1, c2, c3 > 0 such that
Prob
[
G is bipartite | G ∈ Forbn,m(K3)
]
= 1− o(1), for all m ≥ c1n7/4 log n,
Prob
[
G is bipartite | G ∈ Forbn,m(K3)
]
= o(1), for all c2n ≤ m ≤ c3n3/2. (1.8)
In the above discussion of the evolution of Gn,p we saw that p = 1/n marks the threshold
of any cycle in Gn,p, from which one deduces that there exists a constant c4 such that
Prob
[
G is bipartite | G ∈ Forbn,m(K3)
]
= 1 − o(1), for all m ≤ c4n.
Interestingly, this indicates that the evolution of the random triangle-free graph exhibits
two phase transitions with respect to being bipartite: first it is almost surely bipartite,
then it is not, and then it is once again. The question remains open in the interval
n3/2  m  n7/4 log n. Recently YLuczak [49] made some progress by showing that in
this range with high probability a random graph is nearly bipartite (i.e. it can be made
bipartite by removing very few edges).
1.2 Counting posets
Now we move from counting graphs to counting partially ordered sets. Recall that a graph
is nothing but a set with a binary relation. We increase the complexity of the setting ever
so slightly by requiring that the relation be reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. The
result is a partially ordered set or, as abbreviated, a poset. But already this small increase
in structure makes counting a much harder job: When trying to count posets in the same
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way as we counted graphs, we immediately notice the same obstacle as when counting
graphs with forbidden subgraphs, namely the loss of independence: once we have decided
that the relations x < y and y < z are to be present, we have no choice but to insert the
relation x < z in order to guarantee transitivity.
To begin with, let P be an arbitrary family of labeled posets, and denote by Pn the set
of those posets in P with point set [n]. Again, just as with hereditary graph properties,
we will be interested in determining the structure of a typical element from Pn as well
as finding an estimate for the cardinality1 of Pn. Again we will content ourselves with










Now denote by P the family of all labeled posets. Let us first look for an easy lower
bound on |Pn|. It will suffice to consider posets with height 2, so fix two antichains X
and Y , each on n2 points. In this case there are no problems with transitivity, so decide








ways in which we could have chosen the
points which go to, say, X.
Upper bounds are much harder to obtain. In 1970, Kleitman and Rothschild [38] first














+ O(log n). (1.12)
1 It is worth mentioning that |Pn| is equal to the number of labeled T0-topologies on n elements – see
e.g. Birkhoff [4].
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The technique used by Kleitman and Rothschild in the proofs of these two papers has
become known as the Kleitman-Rothschild method. Again, for some class C, it emphasizes
the close connection between enumerating C and determining the structure of a typical
element in C. In rough terms, it can be described as follows: partition C into a number
of subclasses such that (i) all but one class (which we will denote by C0) are negligible in
size and (ii) C0 has a nice structure which easily allows enumeration. This method was in
fact used in the proofs of most of the results that we mentioned in Section 1.1.
Let us now turn our attention to the particular class C0 in the paper mentioned last
which established the bound in (1.12). The posets in C0 all consist of three disjoint
antichains X1, X2 and X3, where both X1 and X3 have roughly n/4 points, all points in
X3 are above all points in X1, and whenever x < y for two points x ∈ Xi and y ∈ Xj
we must have i < j. Following the terminology used in [12], such a poset is called a 3-
layer poset. So Kleitman and Rothschild [39] not only proved (1.12) but also the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.2.1 Almost all posets are 3-layer posets. 2
Admittedly the 3-layer structure seems at first glance surprisingly ‘narrow minded’ –
we shall demonstrate later (see 1.14) that there really do exist very many such posets.
The above result is nevertheless a bit of a disappointment, since it somewhat questions
the validity of the uniform model for random posets as an interesting area of investigation.
As Brightwell [11] puts it:
[Theorem 1.2.1] has been widely viewed as a negative result. It says that
almost every partial order has height three, and even more, is ranked, that is,
all the maximal chains have the same length (namely, three). Somehow this
does not conform to the practising mathematician’s view of what a “typical”
partial order ought to look like.
This explains, at least in parts, the development of other models of random partially
ordered sets, which we briefly introduce in the following. But before we get there let us
close this paragraph with a few tangential remarks. Prömel [51] was able to prove that
almost all posets have no nontrivial automorphisms, and that hence dividing the number
of labeled posets by n! gives the approximate number of unlabeled posets. Möhring [50]
showed that almost all comparability graphs are uniquely partially orderable, from which
he deduced that the number of labeled comparability graphs is approximately equal to
half of the number of labeled posets (because for every poset its dual gives rise to the
same comparability graph). Moreover, it is worth mentioning that if one considers special
classes of posets, then it is often possible to enumerate them more precisely; especially
in those cases where one has a sufficiently strong structural theorem. We mention a few
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examples: Klotz and Lucht [43] and Kleitman and Winston [42] give estimates for the
number of lattices. Klarner [36] uses the generating function technique to enumerate
graded posets. Interval orders have been counted by Hanlon [33], while Stanley [58] has
enumerated series–parallel posets. An overview can be found in the survey article by
El-Zahar [19].
Random partially ordered sets. Here we merely sketch an introduction to the
three most prominent models of random partially ordered sets other than the uniform
model: random bipartite orders, random graph orders and random k-dimensional orders.
More details and many more references can be found in the survey articles by Brightwell
[11], Trotter [62], and Winkler [67].
We start by pointing out that there is at least one advantage in the uniform model:
we can now obtain results about the uniform model by working in a different model of
a random poset where relations are mutually independent. Namely, construct a random
poset by taking a 3-layer poset and letting each relation x1 < x2 or x2 < x3 (where xi ∈ Xi)
exist with probability 12 . Then Theorem 1.2.1 states that if a property is possessed almost
surely by this random poset, then the same will hold for a random poset from the uniform
model. Having recovered independence, the model of a random layer poset can of course
be considered more generally with each relation holding with probability p = p(n).
Intensive research has been conducted on the case of random 2-layer posets, which
are also called random bipartite orders. Here the two antichains X and Y have the same
number of elements, say n, and each relation x < y holds with probability p. We restrict
ourselves to mentioning just one aspect in this area. Determining the height of a random
bipartite order is of course trivial, and the same applies for the width if one focuses
attention on the range of p where n · p − log n → ∞ since here the random bipartite
graph almost surely has a complete matching. Far more interesting is the question about
the dimension of a random bipartite order. It is known [16] that for every poset P one
has dim(P ) ≤ width(P ). Furthermore a result by Füredi and Kahn [32] states that
dim(P ) ≤ 50∆(log ∆)2 where ∆ denotes the maximum degree of P . However, for quite
some time it was not known whether the dimension of a poset could exceed ∆ + 1, but
then Erdős, Kierstead and Trotter [22] proved that for almost all random bipartite orders
this is indeed the case, provided p lies in the right range.
A random bipartite order can of course be considered as induced by a random bipartite
graph. This approach, i.e. the connection between random graphs and random posets, can
be extended to general graphs in the following way. Suppose we were given a graph G
together with a linear order ≺ on the vertex set of G. Consider first only those relations
i≺Gj where i and j are vertices, i ≺ j and {i, j} is an edge in G. The associated poset
<G on the vertex set is then defined as the transitive closure of ≺G. Then a random graph
order, usually denoted by Pn,p, is the poset associated with Gn,p and an arbitrary linear
order in the above way. From the earlier discussion of Gn,p, it is intuitively obvious, at
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least if p is a constant, that there is a big difference between a typical random poset Pn,p
and a typical random poset from the uniform model: the height of Pn,p is much larger
and its width is much smaller. Random graph orders were introduced as such by Albert
and Frieze [2] even though they had implicitly appeared earlier elsewhere. As an example
of an interesting problem on random graph orders, we briefly address what seems to be
an elementary question: for a given p, how many relations does Pn,p have? We use this
question to illustrate the already mentioned fact that knowledge of the structure of random
elements helps with the running time analysis of algorithms. Suppose one wanted to push
the idea of “sorting in parallel” even further than the well–known AKS sorting–networks
[1] which take O(log n) rounds, each with O(n) comparisons. Namely, one attempts to




. Suppose that the keys




= m, pick a random
graph Gn,p on the keys and compare adjacent vertices. Now it is the underlying linear
order that we want to recover from the information obtained via (i) the comparisons and
(ii) the transitive information that can be deduced from them. Hence the crucial point
that determines the expected running time of this approach is: the more relations we have
in <G the faster the algorithm will be. In this context, Bollobás and Brightwell [7] could






The last model of random posets that we are going to mention here is that of random
k-dimensional orders. The (original) definition of dimension lends itself rather nicely to
the construction of a probabilistic model: choose k linear orders (on the set [n]) uniformly
and independently at random from the set of all linear orders and let Pk(n) be the intersec-
tion of these linear orders. Using equivalent definition of dimension one obtains equivalent
models of k-dimensional orders, some of which are very attractive because they exhibit
some kind of independence. Random k-dimensional orders were introduced by Winkler,
but again, they had appeared earlier in disguise. We only mention one example: determin-
ing the expected height (or width) of P2(n) is known as Ulam’s problem; it is easily seen
to be equivalent to asking for the expected length of the longest increasing subsequence in
a random permutation. This problem turned out to be surprisingly difficult, but in 1988
Bollobás and Winkler [9] proved that for every k there exists a constant ck such that the
expected height of Pk(n) is asymptotic to ckn
1/k. It is known [48, 65] that c2 = 2 and
that limk→∞ ck = e, but for k > 2 the value of ck is not known.
1.3 Counting posets with a given number of relations
We are now in the position where we take the last turn and move to the main theme of
this thesis. Recall Theorem 1.2.1 which states that almost all posets are 3-layer posets,
and compare this with the situation we encountered when confronted with results on the
typical structure of triangle-free graphs for the first time in this chapter. Here we first
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saw in (1.7) that almost every triangle-free graph is bipartite. But then (1.8) provided
further insight by showing that this is “only” true because it is true for dense graphs and
because almost every triangle-free graph is dense. And, most importantly, it showed that
the situation does indeed look very different if one looks at earlier evolutionary stages of
the class of triangle-free graphs, i.e. at typical graphs in Forbn,m(K3) with m  n3/2.
Now view the situation of partially ordered sets from the same angle: almost all n-
point posets are 3-layer posets. But what does a typical poset on n points with a given
number of relations look like? And: how many such posets are there?
Definitions. Let us introduce some notation. Denote by Pn,d the family of all labeled






provided the limit exists. In order to compute c(d) for every 0 < d < 12 we will construct
a family P ′ of posets, such that











A family P ′ satisfying the above properties will be called d-significant or, if the value of
d is either irrelevant or obvious from the context, simply significant. It is important to
note that the methods used to determine c(d) don’t seem to be strong enough to give
almost–all–type results for Pn,d. We conjecture that in fact almost all posets in Pn,d lie
in P ′ but will not attempt to prove it.
Strangely enough, the question of determining c(d) seems to have first arisen in quite a
different context: in 1978, Dhar [14] suggested that partial orders can represent the states
of a certain model of lattice gas with energy proportional to the number of comparable
pairs in the order:
[c(d)] may be considered to be the entropy function of an interacting “lattice
gas” with long–range three–body interaction, in which case, the lattice gas
undergoes a first order phase transition as a function of the “chemical activity”
of the gas molecules, the value of the chemical activity at the phase transition
being 1.
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Dhar was able to show that the function c(d)/d is monotone nonincreasing while the
function c(d)/(1 − d) is monotone nondecreasing, from which he deduced that c(d) is




≤ d ≤ 3
16
: c(d) ≡ 1
4
. (1.14)
This is in fact straightforward: in view of the upper bound in (1.13) it suffices to construct
2n
2/4 posets with d ·n2 relations for each d in the given range. This can be done as follows.
Let x be the smaller of the two solutions of
d = −x2 + 1
2











If d ∈ [18 ,
3
16 ], then clearly x lies in the range [0,
1
4 ]. Now consider the family of 3-layer






· n, |X2| :=
1
2
· n, |X3| := x · n.
As to the relations, we insert 12 |Xi||Xi+1| relations between Xi and Xi+1 for i = 1, 2, and


















· n2 = d · n2
























ways to choose the relations between consecutive layers.
Dhar [14, 15] also obtained several upper bounds for c(d), from which he concluded on
the one hand that
whenever either d < 0.077 or d > 0.35 : c(d) <
1
4
and on the other hand that c(d) was nonanalytic. Dhar conjectured that the family of
k-layer posets (see below for a formal definition) were rich enough as to dominate the set
Pn,d, provided that the number of layers (k), the layer sizes (|Xi|), and the density of
relations between consecutive layers were chosen optimally and depending on d. In this
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case, so he predicted, there would be intervals where p as a function of d would remain
constant and c(d) would be a linear function in d. As we shall see, he was quite right.
In 1979, Kleitman and Rothschild [40] completed the description of the evolution
process in the range of 0 < d ≤ 18 . They showed that in this range the family of bipartite
posets consisting of two disjoint antichains of cardinality n2 and dn
2 relations between the
antichains is d-significant and deduced that





·H(4 · d), (1.16)
where H(x) denotes the entropy function (see page ix for an exact definition). Figure 1.1









Figure 1.1: c(d) in the range (0, 316)
The concluding remarks in the paper by Kleitman and Rothschild as quoted in the
preface now mark our starting point. In the remaining part of this chapter we explain
the main results of this thesis, namely the description of the evolution process in terms of
significant families and the behaviour of c(d) in the full range 0 < d < 12 .
Definitions. Even though it seems clear how to extend the definition of a 3-layer
poset to a k-layer poset in a natural way, let us state the formal definition. A poset
P = (X,P ) is a k-layer poset, if there exists a partition of its point set X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xk
into k disjoint antichains (layers) such that
x < y with x ∈ Xi and y ∈ Xj =⇒ i < j
for every i, j with j > i + 1 : x ∈ Xi, y ∈ Xj =⇒ x < y.
For some constants λ1, . . . , λk with 0 < λi < 1 and
∑
i λi = 1 and a constant 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, a
k-layer poset is said to have configuration (λ1, . . . , λk; p) if
|Xi| = λi · n for all i ∈ [k]
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and the number of relations between Xi and Xi+1 is equal to
p · |Xi| · |Xi+1|
for all i ∈ [k−1]. A configuration is called d-significant if the family of all posets with this
configuration is d-significant. Practising this terminology, we recall the results of Dhar





























Before we formally state our result let us explain it in a few words by illustrating what
happens after d passes the point d3 :=
3
16 = 0.1875.






2). As d increases, the
density p of relations between consecutive layers increases, the layers X1 and X3 grow at
the same rate while X2 shrinks, and the function c(d) immediately begins to decrease.
When d reaches the point d′4 := 0.2204.., the pattern changes dramatically: p, having
reached the value 0.5827.., now remains constant. A new fourth layer X4 begins to grow,
X1 and X2 shrink while X3 grows. Perhaps most surprisingly, c(d) is in this range a linear
decreasing function. This phase ends at the point d4 := 0.2536.., when |X1| = |X4| and
|X2| = |X3|. Interestingly X4 has now half the size of both X1 and X3 at the point d′4.
We have tried to illustrate this in Figures 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. After the point d′4 the evo-
lution process repeats the same two–step manner an infinite number of times, as illustrated
in Figure 1.5. Our main result can now be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.3.1 There is an infinite sequence of constants
0 = d2 < d
′
3 < d3 < d
′
4 < d4 < · · · <
1
2
that describe the evolution process in the following way.
For every d ∈ (dk, d′k+1] there exists a d-significant configuration (λ1, . . . , λk; p). As d
increases from dk to d
′
k+1
(i) the density p increases,
(ii) the layer sizes λi change but remain symmetric: λi = λk−i+1.
(iii) For k ≥ 3 the function c(d) is monotone decreasing.
For every d ∈ (d′k+1, dk+1] there exists a d-significant configuration (λ1, . . . , λk+1; p).
As d increases from d′k+1 to dk+1
(iv) the density p remains constant,
(v) a new (k + 1)st layer begins to grow.
(vi) At the end of this second phase the (k + 1)st layer is half as big as the k-th layer at
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the beginning of the phase. In general, the layer sizes at the end are the mean of those
at the beginning: λ′i = (λi−1 + λi)/2, denoting the layer sizes at d = d
′
k+1, dk+1 by λi, λ
′
i
respectively and setting λ0 = λk+1 = 0.
(vii) The function c(d) is linear in d and, for k ≥ 3, monotone decreasing.
In the statement of the above theorem we have been somewhat vague in that we merely
stated that the constants d′k and dk existed. It would of course be much nicer if we could
give an explicit formula – preferably not only for these constants but also for the density
p(d) and the layer sizes λi(d) as functions of d, and, most importantly, the function c(d).
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qk, if d ∈ (d′k, dk],
d−1(d), if d ∈ (dk, d′k+1],
c(d) =
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i+1(p), if d ∈ (dk, d′k+1],
where r = − log qk + log(1 − qk) and p = p(d).
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Figure 1.3: λi(d) in the range [d3, d4].








Figure 1.4: c(d) in the range [d3, d4].





Figure 1.5: c(d) in the range [0.05, 0.32].
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Chapter 2
Partitionable posets
This chapter contains the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.3.1. The main idea of this
part can be roughly expressed as follows: first we show that every poset is very close to
one with a certain ‘partitionable’ structure. Then we prove in a second step that it suffices
to consider the case where the partition classes are arranged in a ‘linear’ way. Let us first
introduce a few definitions, since we can then describe the ideas more accurately before
actually turning to the proofs.
Definitions. By a k-configuration Q we now mean a weighted poset with point set
{x1, . . . , xk} where every point xi carries weight λi (where 0 < λi < 1 and
∑
i λi = 1) and
every relation (xi, xj) carries weight 0 ≤ pi,j ≤ 1. Forced relations (xi, xj) must all have
weight pi,j ≡ 1.
We say that a poset P = (X,P ) ∈ Pn has k-configuration Q, if there exists a partition
of its point set X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xk into k antichains such that for x ∈ Xi and y ∈ Xj
one can only have x < y in P if xi < xj in Q. On the other hand, if xi < xj in Q then
there must be exactly pi,j |Xi||Xj | comparable pairs x < y with x ∈ Xi and y ∈ Xj in P .
Furthermore we require that the partition classes satisfy |Xi| = λin for all i. Denote by
Pn,Q the set of all posets in Pn that have configuration Q.
A poset P = (X,P ) ∈ Pn will be called k-partitionable, if it has a k-configuration.
Obviously, every poset is n-partitionable (in which case its configuration is just the poset
itself), but we will be interested in partitionable posets with a constant number of classes.
Notice that we have now regained some independence. If P is a poset with configuration
Q, then for any cover relation xi <: xj in Q, no matter how the relations between Xi and
Xj in P are chosen, P remains a poset.
If the number of points in a k-configuration Q is clear or irrelevant, we will simply speak
of a configuration. A configuration Q is called linear, if Q is a linear order. It is called
p-uniform, if there exists a 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 such that pi,j ≡ p for all cover relations (xi, xj) in Q.
Comparing this with the terminology used in Section 1.3, a poset is a k-layer poset if it has
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a p-uniform linear k-configuration, Q. In this case we will describe Q by (λ1, . . . , λk; p),
meaning that the points have the given weights and are related x1 <: · · · <: xk.
The unique (up to isomorphism) complete poset P ∈ Pn induced by a configuration Q
is obtained by letting pi,j ≡ 1 for all relations (xi, xj) in Q.
Outline of the proofs. Using the terminology that we have just introduced, we now
try to give an idea of what is to happen in this section. In Theorem 2.1.2 we show that
every poset P is close to a partitionable poset P ′ that has the same number of relations.
By that we mean that changing only very few relations in P suffices to obtain P ′. The
proof of this theorem is heavily based on Szemerédi’s famous Regularity Lemma [60] which
states that any large enough graph can be partitioned in such a way that the edges between
the partition classes behave in a ‘regular’ way. We apply this lemma to the comparability
graph G of P . Combining the transitivity and the regularity of G then shows that starting
from the partition guaranteed by the lemma we only need to remove a few relations and
add some others to turn P into the partitionable poset P ′.
The closeness of every poset P to a partitionable poset P ′ as shown by Theorem 2.1.2
then implies that partitionable posets form something like a ‘dense’ subset of Pn,d, and
therefore we are able to prove that it suffices to enumerate partitionable posets.
Furthermore we subdivide the family of partitionable posets into smaller families which
are defined by having the same configuration. It is easy to see that all posets with con-
figuration Q have the same number of relations, which we denote by d(Q)n2, so these
subfamilies really are contained in Pn,d (when d = d(Q)). The number of posets in such a
family, i.e. the number of posets with a given configuration Q, is readily determined (re-
call that one reason for introducing the concept of partitionable posets was independence
which allows easy counting) and measured by a parameter called c(Q). We will sometimes
refer to the parameters d(Q) and c(Q) as the d– and the c–value of Q. Since the number
of different configurations is actually very small when compared to the number of posets
with a given configuration, it is then not difficult to see that we can limit our attention
to enumerating the subfamily with the highest possible c(Q). Thus we will arrive at the
following theorem.
(Theorem 2.1.5) For any 0 < d < 12 there exists a configuration Q such that Pn,Q ⊆ Pn,d
and
|Pn,d| = |Pn,Q| 2o(n
2) = 2c(Q)n
2+o(n2), and thus c(d) = c(Q).
Observe that a configuration Q satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2.1.5 is, by defi-
nition, d-significant. Hence the above theorem implies that Q is d-significant if and only if
there is no other configuration Q′ with d(Q′) = d(Q) = d and c(Q′) > c(Q). Thus we have
reduced the original problem of determining |Pn,d| to finding this extremal configuration
Q and computing c(Q).
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The aim of the second section of this chapter is then to show that for every d there
exists such a configuration which is p-uniform and linear.
(Theorem 2.2.11) For every 0 < d < 12 there exists a d-significant p-uniform linear
configuration.
In other words, it suffices to count layer posets. To prove Theorem 2.2.11, we need to
show that for every configuration Q there exists a p-uniform linear configuration Q′ with
c(Q′) ≥ c(Q) – but at the same time, and this makes it hard, d(Q′) = d(Q) must hold.
Theorem 2.2.11 is proved by a series of lemmas. First we show that in fact every
significant configuration Q must be p-uniform. For an arbitrary configuration Q we then
construct a linear configuration Q′ such that, roughly spoken, we can expect a rise in the
c-value while loosing not too much in the d-value. On the other hand, by stretching a
linear configuration, we also develop a method to increase the d-value, while controlling
potential losses in the c-value. Combining these two moves with yet another modification
proves the theorem.
Putting everything together, Chapter 2 shows that we only need to consider p-uniform
linear configurations. More precisely it leaves us with the question: given d, find the
linear configuration Q∗ = (λ1, . . . , λk; p) among all p-uniform linear configurations Q with
d(Q) = d that achieves the highest possible c(Q). This will be addressed in Chapter 3.
2.1 Configurations
We start with a simple lemma which states that one can add or remove relations to
a partitionable poset without forcing or destroying other relations and still maintain a
partitionable poset.
Lemma 2.1.1 For any two constants d, d′ in the interval (0, 12) and any k ∈ N there
exists a k̄ = k̄(|d′ − d|) ∈ N such that the following holds. For every k-partitionable poset
P ∈ Pn,d there exists a k′-partitionable poset P ′ ∈ Pn,d′ with k′ ≤ k̄. The new poset P ′
differs from P in exactly |d′ − d| · n2 many relations.
Proof. Let Q be the configuration of P . If d′ < d, then first remove relations between
Xi and Xj whenever xi <: xj in Q. If in all such pairs no relations are left, then this will
turn previously forced relations in Q into cover relations and so the process can continue
until there are no relations at all.
If d′ > d, then we will have to add relations and there are three ways to do so:
(i) Whenever xi <: xj in Q simply add new relations between Xi and Xj . If this is
not enough then
(ii) whenever xi‖xj in Q, add new relations between Xi and Xj . Here some care is
needed to avoid the forcing of other relations: let xi be a point in Q that is not comparable
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to all other points, and choose xj to be a maximal point within inc(xi). Again if this is
not enough then




i , maintain all previous
relations and add new relations x < y where x ∈ X−i and y ∈ X+i .
Repeating and combining these steps produces a k′-partitionable poset P ′ ∈ Pn,d′
where d′ is arbitrarily close to 12 . The constant k
′ depends only on d and d′ – in fact it
only depends on |d′ − d| – but not on n. 2
Theorem 2.1.2 For every ε > 0 there exist two constants k0, n0 such that for every poset
P ∈ Pn,d with n ≥ n0 there is a k-partitionable poset P ′ ∈ Pn,d with k ≤ k0 that differs
from P in at most εn2 relations and in which each partition class has at least n/(2k0)
points.
For the proof of Theorem 2.1.2 we need Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma and some
related definitions. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and consider two disjoint subsets A,B ⊂ V .
Denote by E(A,B) the set of those edges in E that have one endpoint in A and one
endpoint in B. Then the density d(A,B) is defined as
d(A,B) =
|E(A,B)|
|A| · |B| .
For ε ∈ (0, 1) a pair A,B is called ε-regular, if for every X ⊆ A and Y ⊆ B satisfying
|X| > ε|A|, and |Y | > ε|B|
it is true that
|d(X,Y ) − d(A,B)| < ε.
To say it roughly, the Regularity Lemma [60] guarantees that for every graph one can find
a partition of its vertex set into classes of almost the same size such that almost all pairs
are regular. Natural modifications to the original proof easily give the following variant,
for which we need a few more definitions:
Let G1, . . . Gr be spanning subgraphs of a graph G = (V,E). In this setting a partition
V = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xk is called ε-regular, if the classes Xi differ in size by at most 1 and all
but at most εk2 pairs are ε-regular for all Gi. Such a partition is said to refine another
partition V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vk′ if for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists a 1 ≤ j ≤ k′ so that Xi ⊆ Vj .
Theorem 2.1.3 (Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma) For every ε̃ > 0 and  , r ≥ 1 there
exist two positive integers ñ0 = ñ0(ε̃,  , r) and k̃0 = k̃0(ε̃,  , r) such that the following is
true. If G = (X,E) is a graph with |X| ≥ ñ0 and X = X ′1 ∪ · · · ∪X ′ is a partition where
the classes differ in size by at most one, and if G1, . . . , Gr are spanning subgraphs of G,
then there exists an ε̃-regular partition X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xk with  ≤ k ≤ k̃0 that refines the
previous partition. 2
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Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Let G = (X,E) be the comparability digraph of P .
Set ε̃ := ε/12. Choose an integer k′ so that 1/k′ < ε̃ and take an arbitrary partition
X = X ′1 ∪ · · · ∪X ′k′ satisfying⌊ n
k′
⌋




for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k′.
In the following we will be somewhat sloppy by disregarding rounding.
Colour the edges of G in the following way. An edge (x, y) is coloured in red, if there
exists a z, such that x < z < y. If not, then it is coloured in blue and in analogy to the
situation in P we say that y covers x. Note that for every red edge (x, y) there must be a
directed path x, z1, . . . , zk, y with k ≥ 1 of blue edges.
Since we want to turn P into a partitionable poset, we will have to remove edges from
G. Obviously red edges cannot be removed without destroying the transitivity. Thus by
removing a family F of edges we always mean removing all blue edges in F and putting a
spell on the red edges in F : if later red edges in F turn blue, we will remove them as well.
Notice that removing a blue edge results in a digraph which is the comparability digraph
of a poset with one relation less.
We start by removing all edges of G that lie inside a class X ′i.
By the (ordered) pair (X ′i,X
′
j) we denote the bipartite graph on the vertices X
′
i ∪X ′j that
contains all edges that in G leave X ′i and enter X
′

















and consider the two graphs G< := (X,E<) and G> := (X,E>).
Now apply Theorem 2.1.3 with parameters ε̃,  := k′ and r := 2, a first partition
X = X ′1 ∪ · · · ∪X ′k′ and the two spanning graphs G< and G>. If we choose the constants
n0, k0 in the statement of Theorem 2.1.2 so that n0/k
′ ≥ ñ0 as well as both k0 ≥ k̃0 and
k0 ≥ k̄(ε) (see Lemma 2.1.1) are ensured, we are then guaranteed a partition
X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xk
with k ≤ k0 that refines X = X ′1 ∪ · · · ∪X ′k′ and has the property that for all but at most
ε̃k2 pairs i < j both (Xi,Xj) and (Xj ,Xi) are ε̃-regular.
Consider the following properties of an arbitrary pair A,B:
(i) all but at most ε̃|A| vertices in A have degree at least 2ε̃|B|, and analogously with
the roles of A and B exchanged,
(ii) for every set A′ ⊆ A with |A′| > ε̃|A| the set of neighbours Γ(A′) must have
cardinality at least (1 − ε̃)|B|, and analogously with the roles of A and B exchanged.
Any ε̃-regular pair with density at least 3ε̃ satisfies property (i) – because if not then denote
those vertices with degree less than 2ε̃|B| by A′ and d(A′, B) < 2ε̃ would contradict the
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regularity. Any ε̃-regular pair with density at least ε̃ satisfies property (ii) – because if not
then the pair A′, B \ Γ(A′) would again contradict the regularity.
The following third property is a strengthening of (i) and obviously not possessed by
every regular pair:
(iii) all but at most ε̃|A| vertices in A have degree at least (1− ε̃)|B|, and analogously
with the roles of A and B exchanged.
Now call a pair (Xi,Xj) good, if it has properties (i) and (ii), or if it has property (iii).
Call it bad otherwise. Remove those edges in G that lie in a bad pair (Xi,Xj) or (Xj ,Xi),
where i < j. Denote by P ′ the poset obtained in this way. Since all ε̃-regular pairs with
density at least 3ε̃ are good, observe that up to now at most 5ε̃n2 edges (that is, relations
in P ) have been removed, namely
at most k′( nk′ )
2 ≤ ε̃n2 edges inside the X ′i,
at most k2 · 3ε̃ · (nk )2 ≤ 3ε̃n2 edges inside pairs (Xi,Xj) with density less than 3ε̃,
at most ε̃k2(nk )
2 = ε̃n2 edges inside irregular pairs (Xi,Xj).
Consider the digraph R with vertex set {X1, . . . ,Xk} and edges (Xi,Xj) if the pair (Xi,Xj)
is good. We claim the following:
1. If Y1, Y2, . . . , Yl is a dipath in R with l ≥ 3, then (Y1, Yl) has property (iii).
2. R is acyclic.
3. All the edges left in G lie in good pairs.
These claims are easily verified as follows:
ad 1. Recall that G is still a comparability digraph, i.e. (x, y) ∈ E and (y, z) ∈ E
imply that (x, z) ∈ E. We assume that (Y1, Y2) and (Y2, Y3) are good pairs and prove that
this implies that (Y1, Y3) has property (iii). Then 1. follows by induction on l. Suppose
(Y1, Y2) has property (iii), then all but at most ε̃|Y1| vertices in Y1 have degree at least
(1− ε̃)|Y2|, and it therefore suffices to check that all but at most ε̃|Y3| vertices in Y3 have
degree more than ε̃|Y2|. This is guaranteed if (Y2, Y3) is good. Suppose on the other hand
that (Y1, Y2) has property (i), then all but at most ε̃|Y1| vertices in Y1 have degree at least
2ε̃|Y2| > ε̃|Y2|. No matter whether (Y2, Y3) now has property (ii) or (iii), we are done.
ad 2. By 1. we know that any cycle Y1, Y2, . . . , Yl−1, Y1 implies that all but at most
ε̃|Y1| vertices in Y1 have at least (1− ε̃)|Y1| neighbours in Y1. This in turn implies a directed
cycle y1, y2, . . . , yl−1, y1 in G, which is impossible, since G is the comparability digraph of
P ′.
ad 3. This is obviously true for blue edges. For red edges it might seem a little sur-
prising at first glance, since so far we never cared about removing red edges. Nevertheless
it is true: consider a red edge (y1, yl) with y1 ∈ Y1 and yl ∈ Yl. Then there must be a path
y1, y2, . . . , yl of blue edges. Since blue edges can only be found in good pairs, there must
be a directed path Y1, . . . , Yl in R. Since R is acyclic, we must have Y1 = Yl, and Claim 1
implies that (Y1, Yl) is also good.
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By Claim 1 and 2, R is a comparability digraph and we denote by Q the corresponding
poset with point set {x1, . . . , xk}. Then Claim 1 and 3 assert that P ′ will have configuration
















new relations (and then choose the weights λi and pi,j in Q accordingly). Note that
inserting these new relations does not violate transitivity: any new edge (y, y′) lies in a
pair with property (iii), and if it together with another (new or old) edge (y′, y′′) requires
the edge (y, y′′) to exist, then since (y′, y′′) lies in a good pair, we know by Claim 1 that
(y, y′′) lies in a pair with property (iii), hence it either already exists or will be inserted
anyway in the completion process.
In total we changed less than 6ε̃n2 = ε2n
2 edges and the new poset now has configura-
tion Q. In order to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2.1.2 we have to make sure that
it has the same number of relations as in the beginning, which means that we might have
to add or remove at most ε2n
2 relations. This can be done as described by Lemma 2.1.1.
2
The above theorem marks the breakthrough on our way to Theorem 2.1.5; what re-
mains to be done is now fairly straight forward. Denote by Pkn,d the family of all k-
partitionable posets from Pn,d. Then Theorem 2.1.2 states that we can enumerate the set







where Γε(P ) denotes all those posets in Pn,d that can be constructed from P by changing







where, as before, H(ε) denotes the entropy function. Thus the following corollary holds.
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For a given configuration we would like to count the number of different posets that
have this configuration. We therefore introduce some more definitions.
Let P be a k-partitionable poset with partition X1, . . . ,Xk and let Q be its config-
uration. Denote by E(Xi,Xj) the set of relations between Xi and Xj and recall that
λi := |Xi|/n and pi,j := |E(Xi,Xj)|/|Xi| · |Xj |. When counting the number of posets with
configuration Q it is clear that the degree of freedom we have lies in where we place the












where the sum is taken over all pairs i, j with xi <: xj. (Actually we did have more
freedom: since we are considering labeled posets we also had the choice of assigning points





and observe that Q determines the total number of relations in P . It must have dn2
relations where







As mentioned before, we will refer to these parameters as the c-value and the d-value of
the configuration Q.
Notice that since k is a constant and independent of n, there aren’t actually all that
many different k-configurations: there are at most 2k
2/2 posets, for each Xi there is a choice
of at most n values to determine |Xi|. Finally for each pair (Xi,Xj) there is a choice of
less than n2 values to determine |E(Xi,Xj)|. Therefore in total there are certainly less
than 2o(n
2) different k-configurations. Hence if Q is a configuration with d(Q) = d and no







where the sum is taken over all k-configurations Q′ with d(Q′) = d. Together with
Corollary 2.1.4 this now proves the following theorem that we had already announced
at the beginning of this chapter.
Theorem 2.1.5 For any 0 < d < 12 there exists a configuration Q such that Pn,Q ⊆ Pn,d
and
|Pn,d| = |Pn,Q| 2o(n
2) = 2c(Q)n
2+o(n2), and thus c(d) = c(Q).
2
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We recall the following trivial but crucial observation: a configuration Q satisfying the
requirements of Theorem 2.1.5 is, by definition, d-significant. Hence the above theorem
implies that Q is d-significant if and only if there is no other configuration Q′ with d(Q′) =
d(Q) = d and c(Q′) > c(Q). Thus we have reduced the original problem of determining
|Pn,d| to finding this extremal configuration Q and computing c(Q).
2.2 Linear configurations
The result of the previous section states that we can focus our attention on partitionable
posets. More than that, it also says that in order to determine c(d) it suffices to compute
the c-value of a d-significant configuration. In this section we prove that for each d we can
always find a d-significant configuration with a particularly simple shape.
Lemma 2.2.1 Any significant configuration Q must be p-uniform for some p ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that we have two cover relations x1 <: x3
with weight p1 and x2 <: x4 with weight p2. We claim that p1 = p2. Let
m = p1λ1λ3 + p2λ2λ4.





For the c-value of the configuration to be maximal, p1 must be chosen in such a way that








Differentiating (2.1) with respect to p1 and setting the derivative equal to zero we
obtain











In other words, in a significant configuration Q all cover relations carry the same
weight, which we will call the density of Q and denote by p = p(Q). We continue to show
that for every d we can always find a d-significant configuration with a simple shape.
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2 , σ∞(Q) :=
∑
xi‖xj
λi · λj .
Since
∑k
i=1 λi = 1 we have
2 · (σ1 + σ2 + σ∞) + σ0 = 1. (2.2)
(In the definitions of the σr the index r roughly represents the distance between xi and
xj in the cover graph of Q – if one considers ‘distance 2’ as ‘finite distance of at least 2’.)
Notice that using these definitions together with Lemma 2.2.1 we can now write
c(Q) = H(p) · σ1(Q) (2.3)
and







σ0(Q) − (1 − p)σ1(Q) − σ∞(Q), (2.5)
where p = p(Q).





Proof. Definitely the shortest way to prove this is by contradiction: if σ1(Q) >
1
4
then set p(Q) := p := 12 which implies c(Q) = H(p)σ1(Q) >
1
4 , thereby contradicting
(1.11). But since this seems a bit like taking a sledgehammer to crack a nut, we also give
an elementary proof here.
Consider the cover graph of Q with weight λi on the vertex xi. It is obviously triangle-
free. Denote by γi the sum of the weights of all neighbours of xi. We propose the following
process:
As long as there are two non-adjacent vertices xi, xj with positive weights λi, λj , take
the vertex with smaller neighbourhood weight (say γi ≤ γj) and shift its weight completely
to the other vertex: λi := 0, λj := λj + λi.
We will check the following two observations. (1.) During this process σ1(Q) does not
decrease and (2.) after the process there will be only two vertices with positive weight.
Hence at the end σ1 ≤ 14 , which would prove the proposition.
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To check (1.), simply observe that during one step of the process the loss in σ1 is λi ·γi
and the win is λi · γj ; hence in total we don’t lose anything.
As for (2.), since the graph is triangle–free, there are no cliques other than edges. In
particular, let us restrict our attention to vertices with positive weight: if there are at
least three of them, we will always find two non-adjacent ones. 2
The following proposition now determines c(d) and the structure of a d-significant
configuration in the range d ∈ (0, 18 ] and thereby reproves the result by Kleitman and
Rothschild as stated in (1.16).
Theorem 2.2.3 For every 0 < d ≤ 18 there exists a d-significant 2-configuration.






Proof. Consider an arbitrary d-significant configuration Q with density p = p(Q).
We construct a 2-configuration Q′ with point set {x′1, x′2} such that d(Q′) = d(Q) and











p′ := p(Q′) := 4d = 4pσ1(Q) + 4σ2(Q).
Obviously d(Q′) = 14p
′ = d = d(Q) so it only remains to compare c(Q′) and c(Q). Also
observe that d ≤ 18 implies that p′ ≤
1
2 , hence for any p
′′ ≤ p′ we have H(p′) ≥ H(p′′).
Furthermore H(x) has the property that for any 0 < α ≤ 1 we have that H(α·x) ≥ α·H(x).
Equipped with these facts we abbreviate σ1 := σ1(Q) and σ2 := σ2(Q) and obtain
c(Q′) = H(p′) · 1
4
= H(4σ2 + 4pσ1) ·
1
4
≥ H(p · 4σ1) ·
1
4
≥ H(p)σ1 = c(Q),
where we first applied the definition of p′, then used p′ ≤ 12 , and finally relied on 4σ1 ≤ 1
which is guaranteed by Proposition 2.2.2. 2
In the remaining part of this section we concentrate on the range d ≥ 18 . Our aim is
to prove that for every such d there exists a d-significant linear configuration. This will
have to be done in several steps.
In the following lemma we choose to work with a poset P (with point set [n] as usual)
directly and not with its configuration Q. Denote by
σ̃1(P ) := #{i <: j where i, j ∈ [n]}, σ̃2(P ) := #{ij where i, j ∈ [n]}
σ̃(P ) := σ̃1(P ) + σ̃2(P ), σ̃∞(P ) := #{i‖j where i, j ∈ [n]}.
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Observe that trivially






but more importantly, notice that for a partitionable poset P with configuration Q a pair
xixj contributes λiλj to σ2(Q) and |Xi||Xj | = λiλjn2 to σ̃2(P ). Similarly a pair xi <: xj
contributes λiλj to σ1(Q) and at most |Xi||Xj | = λiλjn2 to σ̃1(P ). Thus we have
σ̃2(P ) = σ2(Q) · n2, (2.7)
σ̃1(P ) ≤ σ1(Q) · n2,
and in the latter equality holds if and only if for all i, j with xi <: xj in Q all cover
relations between the two partition classes Xi and Xj exist in P . If this is the case then
P is the complete partitionable poset induced by Q.
Lemma 2.2.4 Suppose that P is a poset with height k. Then there exists a k-layer poset
P ′ satisfying
σ̃1(P
′) ≥ σ̃1(P ) and σ̃(P ′) ≥ σ̃(P ).
Corollary 2.2.5 For every k-configuration Q there exists a linear k′-configuration Q′ with
k′ ≤ k such that
σ1(Q
′) ≥ σ1(Q) and σ(Q′) ≥ σ(Q).
Proof of Corollary 2.2.5. Let P be the complete partitionable poset induced by
Q. Apply Lemma 2.2.4 to P and obtain a k′-layer poset P ′. Let Q′ be the (linear)
















Proof of Lemma 2.2.4. Let C1, . . . , Ck be a chain decomposition of P that is obtained
by recursively removing maximum chains from P . Hence we have that |C1| ≥ · · · ≥ |Ck|
and furthermore that Ci is a maximal chain in P −C1 − · · · −Ci−1 for all i ∈ [k]. Denote
by ci := |Ci|. The underlying idea of the proof is to glue the chains Ci together again, but
in such a way as to carefully control the parameters σ̃ and σ̃1.
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We first give bounds on σ̃1(P ) and σ̃∞(P ). Within each chain Ci there can be at most
ci − 1 cover relations. Denote the number of cover relations between two chains Ci and












2cj − 2 , if ci = cj
2cj − 1 , if ci = cj + 1
2cj , always.
(2.9)
The best way to see this might be to view this as a bipartite graph with vertex sets
Ci, Cj where an edge represents a cover relation. Since each point in one chain can cover
at most one point and can be covered by at most one point from the other chain the graph
has maximum degree at most 2. Let Ci = [x1, . . . , xci ] and Cj = [y1, . . . , ycj ]. Then x1
cannot be covered by any element in Cj and xci cannot cover any element in Cj (otherwise
Ci would not be maximal) so they have degree at most one. Hence the sum of the degrees
in Ci is bounded from above by 2ci − 2 (which settles the first case of the claim) and the
sum of the degrees in Cj is bounded from above by 2cj (which settles the third case).
For the second case, where ci = cj + 1, the only possibility left to contradict our claim
would be if σ̃1(Ci, Cj) = 2cj = 2ci − 2, implying that all points in Ci and Cj have indeed
degree 2 except for x1 and xci , which have degree 1. Now if x1 did cover yi for any i > 1,
then the point y1 could not be covered, hence y1 <: x1. Similarly y1 can’t cover any
point other than x2, for otherwise x2 could not be covered. Thus x2 <: y1. But now
[x1, y1, x2, x3, . . . , xci ] contradicts the maximality of Ci. This completes the proof of claim
(2.9).
To give a lower bound on σ̃∞(P ) note that any incomparable pair in Ci ∪ Cj must
obviously have one point in Ci and one point in Cj. Denote the number of such pairs by
σ̃∞(Ci, Cj). We claim that
σ̃∞(Ci, Cj) ≥ cj. (2.10)
Suppose that a point y ∈ Cj were comparable to all points x ∈ Ci. This would
imply the existence of some t with 0 ≤ t ≤ ci such that xt > y > xt+1. But then
[x1, . . . , xt, y, xt+1, . . . , xci ] contradicts the maximality of Ci. Therefore every point y ∈ Cj
must be incomparable to at least one point x ∈ Ci, hence in total σ̃∞(Ci, Cj) ≥ cj , which
proves claim (2.10).
If we now succeed in constructing a layer poset P ′ by taking the chains C1, . . . , Ck as
‘building blocks’ (which means that, again, Ci is a maximum chain in P
′−C1−· · ·−Ci−1)
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and combining them in such a way that (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) hold for P ′ with equality,
then
σ̃1(P
′) ≥ σ̃1(P )
and
σ̃∞(P
′) ≤ σ̃∞(P ).
By (2.6) it then follows immediately that
σ̃1(P
′) ≥ σ̃1(P ) and σ̃(P ′) ≥ σ̃(P ).
as required by the lemma.
We construct P ′ by letting the mid-points of all chains Ci form a single antichain.
More precisely: re–number the points in the chains Ci so that
Ci = [x
i








4, . . . , x
i
ci ] if ci is even,
Ci = [x
i








4, . . . , x
i








Now add the cover relations
for all i ∈ [k] with ci ≥ 2 : xi2 <: x
j
1 for all j ∈ [k]
for all i ∈ [k] and s ≥ 4 even with ci ≥ s : xis <: x
j
s−2 whenever cj ≥ s− 2
for all i ∈ [k] and s ≥ 1 odd with ci ≥ s : xis <: x
j
s+2 whenever cj ≥ s + 2.
For an illustration of this construction see Figure 2.1, where only the cover relations






















Figure 2.1: Construction of P ′.
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For s = 1, . . . , c1 the sets
As := {xis : for all i ∈ [k] where s ≤ ci}
form antichains. They constitute the layers in P ′. (An alternative description of the same
construction is to say that P ′ is a c1-layer poset with configuration (. . . , a4, a2, a1, a3, . . . ; 1)
where as := |As|/n.)
Observe that for any two chains Ci and Cj with i < j the only point in Ci ∪ Cj that
is incomparable to xjs ∈ Cj is xis, hence inequality (2.10) holds with equality. Moreover it
is easy to see that equality also holds in inequalities (2.8) and (2.9). 2
Starting from a configuration Q we will often build a new configuration Q′, possibly
with a different number of partition classes, different weights and relations. When doing
so, we will usually refer to the original weights as λi, and to the new weights as λ(xi).
Often we will shift weight ε from one point xi to another point xj, i.e. λ(xi) := λ(xi) − ε
and λ(xj) := λ(xj) + ε. Sometimes it will also be necessary to create a new point with
some weight ε: this can be considered as shifting weight ε to a point which so far had
weight zero.
If the old configuration Q and the new configuration Q′ are clear from the context, then
we will sometimes abbreviate σr := σr(Q) and σ
′
r := σr(Q
′) for r ∈ {0, 1, 2}. From now
on the case r = ∞ is irrelevant because we will be moving from one linear configuration
to another, hence σ∞ = 0 will always hold. As in the case of σ̃ define
σ(Q) := σ1(Q) + σ2(Q).
Therefore (2.2) now stands as
2σ(Q) + σ0(Q) = 1. (2.11)
Another trivial observation: if λi ≥ λj then shifting any weight 0 ≤ ε ≤ λi − λj from xi
to xj will not increase σ0:
σ′0 − σ0 = (λi − ε)2 + (λj + ε)2 − λ2i − λ2j = −2ε(λi − λj − ε) ≤ 0. (2.12)
Lemma 2.2.6 For every linear configuration Q and for every 0 < s ≤ σ1(Q) there exists
a linear configuration Q′ such that
σ(Q′) ≥ σ(Q) and σ1(Q′) = s.
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that s < σ1(Q) for otherwise Q
′ := Q does the job. Let
Q = [x1, . . . , xk]. We will shift weights several times, so denote by λi the original weights.
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Let ε be such that ε < λi − 2εk for all i ∈ [k]. In a first round we add 2k new points
y1, . . . , y2k with weight λ(yj) := ε for all j ∈ [2k] and reduce the weight of x1 by 2εk.
Introduce the cover relations x1 <: y1 and yj <: yj+1 for all j ∈ [2k−1] and add all forced
relations induced by these.
Using observation (2.12) it is clear that σ′0 ≤ σ0. Hence by (2.11) σ′ ≥ σ.
In a second round, for all i ∈ [k] consecutively, shift weight εi from xi to y2i, where
0 ≤ εi ≤ λ(xi)− ε. As before, use observation (2.12) to see that σ′0 ≤ σ0 and that thus by
(2.11) σ′ ≥ σ.
So no matter how we choose ε and all the εi (provided they satisfy the above inequal-
ities) the first assertion of the lemma is guaranteed.
Let Q′ be the configuration created in this way. For a particular choice of ε make εi
as large as possible, namely ε1 := λ1 − 2εk − ε and εi := λi − ε for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. Then we
have λ(xi) = λ(y2i−1) = ε for all i ∈ [k], λ(y2) = λ1 − 2εk and λ(y2i) = λi and hence an
upper bound on σ1(Q
′) is given by
σ1(Q
′) ≤ ε2 · k +
k∑
i=1
2ε · λi ≤ ε · (k + 2).
This means that for a given s it is possible to choose ε sufficiently small so that the above
2-round-process can force σ1(Q
′) to become arbitrarily small. To ensure that the process
produces σ1(Q
′) = s, we choose ε so small that after the first round we still have σ1(Q′) > s
and ε(k + 2) < s. Then continuously increase the εi until at some point the second round
must produce a Q′ with σ1(Q′) = s. 2
Corollary 2.2.7 For every configuration Q there exists a linear configuration Q′′ satisfy-
ing
σ1(Q
′′) = σ1(Q), σ2(Q
′′) ≥ σ2(Q).
Proof. Apply Corollary 2.2.5 to Q and obtain a linear configuration Q′ with
σ1(Q
′) ≥ σ1(Q) and σ(Q′) ≥ σ(Q).
Now apply Lemma 2.2.6 to Q′, setting s := σ1(Q) ≤ σ1(Q′). We obtain a linear configu-
ration Q′′ with
σ1(Q
′′) = s = σ1(Q), σ(Q




as we were required to prove. 2
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Lemma 2.2.8 For every linear configuration Q and for every 0 ≤ s ≤ σ2(Q) there exists
a linear configuration Q′ satisfying
σ1(Q
′) ≥ σ1(Q), σ2(Q′) = s.
Proof. Let Q = [x1, . . . , xk]. Again denote by λi := λ(xi) the original weights. Start
with x1 and shift an increasing amount ε1 of weight to x3, until λ(x1) = 0 and hence
λ(x3) = λ3 + λ1. Then move on to x2, shifting weight ε2 to x4 until λ(x2) = 0. Continue
until the final step where weight εk−2 is shifted from xk−2 to xk.
Notice that whenever weight εi is shifted from xi to xi+2, we can be sure that xi is the
maximum of the chain and that the only point covered by xi is xi+1, which in turn also
covers xi+2. Hence σ
′
1 ≥ σ1 at all times.
Observe that if the process runs until the very end, the configuration Q′ we are then
left with has only two points xk−1 and xk, and hence σ2(Q′) = 0. But since this process is
continuous it must at one point produce a Q′ with σ2(Q′) = s for any 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ2(Q). 2
Now we come back to the d- and c-value of a configuration Q. Recall that they are
given by
d(Q) = p · σ1(Q) + σ2(Q), c(Q) = H(p) · σ1(Q),
where p = p(Q).
Corollary 2.2.9 For every linear configuration Q and for every d with 18 ≤ d ≤ d(Q)
there exists a linear configuration Q′ such that
c(Q′) ≥ c(Q), d(Q′) = d.
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2.8 to Q, with s slowly decreasing from σ2(Q) to 0. This
means that on the one hand σ1(Q) does not decrease and thus c(Q) does not; and on
the other hand it means that simultaneously σ2(Q) steadily approaches 0. Having arrived
there, denote the new configuration by Q′ and observe that c(Q′) ≥ c(Q) and d(Q′) =
pσ1(Q
′) where p = p(Q). If p > 1/2 then let now p approach 1/2, thereby increasing








Hence this process must reach the point where d(Q′) = d while maintaining at all times
c(Q′) ≥ c(Q). 2
Before closing this chapter, we quickly derive yet another corollary which will be of
use in the next chapter.
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there were such a Q with p := p(Q) < 12 . Then
increase p very slightly, thereby causing H(p) to increase and thus both d(Q) and c(Q)
must increase. Call the new configuration Q′′ and set d := d(Q) so that
1
8
≤ d < d(Q′′).
Applying Corollary 2.2.9 to Q′′ and d, there must be a linear configuration Q′ with
d(Q′) = d = d(Q) and c(Q′) ≥ c(Q′′) > c(Q).
Hence Q cannot be significant. 2
Finally we summarize the results of this chapter in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.11 For every 0 < d < 12 there exists a d-significant p-uniform linear con-
figuration.
Proof. For d ≤ 18 this has already been shown in Theorem 2.2.3. For d >
1
8
consider an arbitrary d-significant configuration Q. By Corollary 2.2.7 there exists a
linear configuration Q′′ with
σ1(Q
′′) = σ1(Q) and σ2(Q
′′) ≥ σ2(Q).
Setting p(Q′′) := p(Q), this immediately implies that
c(Q′′) = c(Q) and d(Q′′) ≥ d(Q).
Now set d := d(Q) and apply Corollary 2.2.9 to Q′′. Hence there must be a linear
configuration Q′ with
d(Q′) = d = d(Q) and c(Q′) ≥ c(Q′′) = c(Q).
Thus if Q was d-significant so must be Q′. 2
Chapter 3
Layer posets
The aim of this chapter is to prove our main result as stated in Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
We first review the progress we have made in the previous chapter and then sketch the
underlying ideas of this chapter.
Recall that by Theorem 2.1.5 for every d there exists a configuration Q which satisfies
c(d) = c(Q). By definition, this means that Q is d-significant (with d = d(Q)). Since we
know that there exists at least one such configuration, a sufficient and necessary condition
for Q to be significant is that there is no configuration Q′ such that
d(Q′) = d(Q) and c(Q′) > c(Q).
When searching for such a configuration, we can rely on Theorem 2.2.11, which states that
for every d there exists a linear p-uniform d-significant configuration. Recall from Section
1.3 that such a configuration Q is fully described by the vector
Q := (:λ; p) := (λ1, . . . , λk; p),
and furthermore that (using (2.3) and (2.5)) in this case c(Q) and d(Q) are given by

















Moreover notice that we can restrict our attention to d > 316 because in the range (0,
3
16 ]
the function c(d) is determined by (1.14) and Theorem 2.2.3. Finally observe that, due to
Corollary 2.2.10, we can therefore assume that p(Q) ≥ 12 . Hence a solution of the following
39
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constrained extremum problem must be a d-significant configuration, and it is exactly this
configuration that we will be seeking.


















λi > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k, and
1
2 ≤ p ≤ 1.
(3.1)
Denote by Q∗ = (:λ; p) a solution of the above maximization problem. In the following we
will derive necessary conditions that (:λ; p) must satisfy. (Obviously the idea here is that at
the end we will actually be able to deduce the values λ1, . . . , λk, p from these conditions.)
From the theory of Lagrange multipliers we know that for any local extremum z =
(z1, . . . , zm) of a function f : R
m → R under the side constraints gi(z) = 0 for i ∈ [ ] there
must exist real numbers ti such that
∂f
∂zi
(z) = t1 ·
∂g1
∂zi




for all i ∈ [m]. Hence in our case, where m = k+1 and  = 2, there must be real numbers









λiλi+1 · r = 0, (3.2)
∂
∂λi
: H(p)λi+1 + H(p)λi−1 +
(
− λi − (λi−1 + λi+1)(1 − p)
)
· r + u = 0, (3.3)
for all i ∈ [k], where we set λ0 = λk+1 = 0 for convenience.













a(p) := −H ′(p) = log(p) − log(1 − p)
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and
b(p) := −H(p) − (1 − p)H ′(p) = log p,
it is easy to see that (3.4) corresponds to a system of linear equations




a(p) b(p) 0 0 . . . 0 0
b(p) a(p) b(p) 0 . . . 0 0







0 0 0 0 . . . b(p) a(p)




















Outline of the proofs. Before the technical details become overwhelming, let us
pause here to re–evaluate our position and to sketch the line of thought in what is to come.
Let us suppose for a moment that k and p are such that T k(p) is non–singular. Then the
system (3.5) has a unique solution :λ. In other words, for such values k and p there exists
only one configuration of the form (λ1, . . . , λk; p) that can possibly be the solution Q
∗ of
(3.1) – call this configuration the (k, p)-candidate and denote it by Qk,p. It is determined
in Proposition 3.1.4. Since (3.5) is (only) a necessary condition for a configuration to be
the solution of (3.1), it is clear that on the one hand Q∗ must be a (k, p)-candidate for
some k, p, but also on the other hand that not every candidate is significant, since there
might well be another candidate Qk′,p′ which has the same d-value but a higher c-value.
So we are faced with the problem of comparing the c-values of candidates that have the
same d-value. As the computations will show, it is relatively easy to determine Qk,p and
hence d(Qk,p) as a function of k and p. However here we really need the inverse, i.e. for a
given d we must first determine those candidates with d-value d and then compare their
c-values. After a glance at the formulae needed to describe Qk,p, this seems very hard
indeed.
We therefore propose a different approach. We will prove that there is a sequence of
constants 0 < q3 < q4 < · · · < q∗ so that for each k and all p ∈ [qk, qk+1] the respective
(k, p)-candidate Qk,p cannot be significant. We will prove this by comparing Qk,p to a
different configuration Q′, that is obtained by slightly modifying Qk,p, and that achieves
the same d-value but a higher c-value. (Note that usually Q′ will not be a (p′, k′)-candidate,
so the idea is not to elect the best possible candidate but to simply ‘dismiss’ all the others.)
We have tried to illustrate this approach in Figure 3.1. Here we took Q3,p and Q4,p and
plotted their d-value against their c-value. The dashed parts of the curves are those to be
dismissed, while the solid part represents the part p ∈ [q3, q4] and p ∈ [q4, q5] respectively.
Let us say that as p increases from qk to qk+1, the function d(Qk,p) increases from dk
to d′k+1. What we will then have to show is that the intervals [dk, d
′
k+1] don’t overlap for






d3 d′4 d4 d
′
5
Figure 3.1: Q3,p and Q4,p′ where p ∈ [0.45, 0.68] and p′ ∈ [0.52, 0.65].
different k and k′, so that for d ∈ [dk, d′k+1] the configuration Qk,p (where p ∈ [qk, qk+1])
is the only candidate left and must therefore be significant.
As we saw in Figure 3.1, not only do the intervals [d3, d
′
4] and [d4, d
′
5] not overlap, but
there are actually gaps between them. Of course this cannot mean that we here have a
total lack of significant configurations. Indeed, recall that we had assumed T k(p) to be
non–singular. However there are values of p and k where this is not true. Here there is no
unique solution to (3.5), so we can let one of the components of :λ have some arbitrary value
x, neglect one of the equations and solve the remaining system, which then always turns
out to be non–singular. Denote the solution of this system by Qk,p(x). It is determined
im Proposition 3.1.5. For some of these singular couples k, p (namely when p = qk) the
candidates Qk,p(x) turn out to be significant, at least for small x. Moreover, as we slowly
increase x one can observe that in these cases Qk,p(x) beautifully builds a ‘linear bridge’
accross the gaps noticed above. This is illustrated by the bold line in Figure 3.2.
We have subdivided the remaining part of this chapter into four sections. In Section
3.1 we determine explicit representations of the candidates Qk,p and Qk,p(x). As described
above, Section 3.2 then shows that many of them cannot be significant. In Section 3.3 we
then prove some facts about the behaviour of the remaining candidates and complete the
proof of Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. In the course of these three sections we will need a
few lemmas and propositions whose proofs are technical in nature and do not provide any
new insight. So whenever a lemma or a proposition is stated without proof, the latter can
be found in Section 3.4.
We introduce one last definition. Observe that the candidates Qk,p and Qk,p(x) as






d3 d′4 d4 d
′
5
Figure 3.2: Q3,p, Q4,p′ and Q4,q4(x) where q
4 = 0.5827 and x ∈ [0, 0.1382].
computed in (3.5) and (3.10) respectively don’t automatically satisfy the condition 0 < λi
for all i ∈ [k]. If they do, we will call them feasible.
3.1 Determining candidates
At first it might seem as if (3.5) wouldn’t actually produce a unique candidate Qk,p (even
if T k(p) is non–singular), because one is allowed to choose u arbitrarily. However solutions
:λ and :λ′ of (3.5) are linear dependent and therefore there is only one solution that simul-
taneously satisfies
∑
λi = 1. Hence for every fixed k and p where T
k(p) is non-singular,








Here:1 is the vector whose components are all 1, and |:v| denotes the sum of the components.
(This somewhat abuses the notion of a norm, since it could happen that |:v| < 0.)
The next two lemmas compute the determinant and inverse of a tridiagonal k × k
matrix T k with a on the main diagonal and b on the two subdiagonals for arbitrary real










)k+1 − (a−D2 )k+1] where D = √a2 − 4b2 , if a2b ∈ (−1, 1)
bk sin(k + 1)φ/ sin φ where φ = arccos a2b , if
a
2b ∈ (−1, 1).
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Corollary 3.1.2 tk = 0 if and only if a
2 = 4b2 or a2b = cos
jπ
k+1 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
In particular, for −1 < a/2b < 1 it follows from tk = 0 that tk−1 = 0. 2
Lemma 3.1.3 The inverse Mk = (T k)−1 is given by (mij) where
mij :=
{
(−1)i+jbi−j tj−1tk−itk , if j < i
(−1)i+jbj−i ti−1tk−jtk , if j ≥ i.
Before we use this to compute :λ, observe that in the case of our particular matrix T k(p)
the function a(p)2b(p) is strictly decreasing for
1
2 ≤ p ≤ 1 and ranges from 0 to −∞, attaining
value −1 at p = 0.682328... =: q∗. Hence for 12 ≤ p ≤ q∗ the function φ(p) := arccos
a(p)
2b(p) is
strictly increasing and ranges from π/2 to π. We will make use of the one-to-one relation
between p and φ(p) and sometimes express functions in terms of φ = φ(p) instead of
p. Hopefully this will make things easier to read, as the two preceding lemmas seem to
indicate.
Now Lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.1.3 enable us to give an explicit formula for Qk,p as suggested
in (3.6).
Proposition 3.1.4 Denote by Mk(p) = (mk(p)ij) the inverse of T
k(p). For all k and all
p with π/2 < φ < π and φ = jπk+1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we must have
Qk,p =
(










(−1)k−i sin iφ− (−1)i sin(k − i + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ
−(−1)k sinφ+sinkφ+sin(k+1)φ






(−1)k−i sin iφ− (−1)i sin(k − i + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ
2b(p)(1 + cosφ) sin(k + 1)φ
.
In particular, Qk,p is symmetric, i.e. for all i ∈ [k] we have
λki (p) = λ
k
k−i+1(p).




(−1)k−i sin iφ− (−1)i sin(k − i + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ
2b(p)(1 + cosφ) sin(k + 1)φ
(3.7)




1+cosφ + k sin(k + 1)φ
2b(p)(1 + cosφ) sin(k + 1)φ
. (3.8)
This very technical task is deferred to Section 3.4. The symmetry of the λki (p) is indeed
obvious from the definition. 2






for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. (3.9)
Here T k(p) is singular and there is no unique solution to the system of equations (3.5),
which we now restate as
T k(p) · : = :u.
Hence we may choose one  i-value arbitrarily, say  k = x, and neglect the last equation of




a(p) b(p) 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0










0 0 0 0 . . . b(p) a(p) b(p) 0






































u′ − b(p) · x

 , (3.10)
whose solution is uniquely determined since det(Tk−1) = 0, as we saw in Corollary 3.1.2.
Not surprisingly, the solution of (3.10) is related to that of (3.5).
Proposition 3.1.5 For all x ∈ (0, 1), all k and all p with φ = jπk+1 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Qk,p(x) =
(
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where
 ki (p, x) := λ
k−1
i (p) + x · µk−1i (p) for i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
 kk(p, x) := x,
µk−1i (p) := −λk−1i (p)
(
1 − b(p) · ξk−1k−1(p)
)
− b(p)mk−1i,k−1 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1,
µk−1k (p) := 1.
Proof. For i = 1, . . . , k−1 denote by :ri the ith row of T k−1(p) and by :m the (k−1)st
column of Mk−1(p), hence :ri·:m = δi,k−1. Since :λk−1(p) is a solution of Tk−1(p)·:λk−1(p) = :u
for an appropriate value u, we know that :ri · :λk−1(p) = u for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Now let


























− x · b(p) · :ri · :m = u− s · x · u− x · b(p) · δi,k−1.
Setting u′ := u− s · x · u, this satisfies (3.10). Furthermore
k−1∑
i=1
µk−1i (p) = −s
k−1∑
i=1





s = 1 − b(p) · ξk−1k−1(p),
k−1∑
i=1










 ki (p, x) =
k−1∑
i=1
λk−1i (p) + x ·
k−1∑
i=1
µk−1i (p) + x = 1.
2
Let us introduce some definitions for those p where T k(p) is singular. Set φkj :=
k−j
k+1π
and define qkj by φ(q
k
j ) = φ
k
j . We shall see that φ
k
1 plays a special role, therefore let
φk := φk1 and q
k = qk1 . We will often use the following trivial but helpful observation:
sin(k − i)φkj = sin[(k + 1)k−jk+1π − (i + 1)φ
k
j ]
= (−1)k−j sin[−(i + 1)φkj ] = −(−1)k−j sin(i + 1)φkj . (3.11)
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In order to obtain an explicit formula for : as determined in Proposition 3.1.5, we will












































, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 if j is even.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 we have
 ki (q
k











j ) − x · b(qkj ) ·mk−1i,k−1(qkj ) , if j is even.
For an odd number j the terms µk−1i (q
k
j ) have some nice properties that we will use
later, especially in the case where j = 1. Notice that µk−1i (φ
k





We will frequently switch between the two expressions.
Lemma 3.1.7 Now let j ∈ [k] be an odd number. Then
(i) µk−1k+1−i(φ
k





















j ) · µk−1i+1 (φkj ) = −
(k + 1) cos(φkj )
2 sin2(φkj )
.












j ) · µk−1i+1 (φkj′) = 0.
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3.2 Dismissing candidates
In this section we follow the approach outlined in the beginning of the chapter. Namely we
shall use the explicit representation just derived for Qk,p and show that for p ∈ [qk, qk+1]
the candidate Qk,p cannot be significant. We then proceed analogously in the case of
candidates Qk,p(x). The following lemma is our main tool in this enterprise.
Lemma 3.2.1 Consider an arbitrary configuration (λ1, . . . , λr; p) where p < 1 is a fixed
constant. Let (ν1, . . . , νr′) be a vector with |:ν| = 0, r ≤ r′ and νi ≥ 0 for all r < i ≤ r′.
















−b(p) · α2 −
a(p)
2
· α1 > 0, (3.12)
or
α1 = α2 = 0 and − b(p) · β2 −
a(p)
2
· β1 > 0, (3.13)
then (λ1, . . . , λr; p) cannot be significant.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (λ1, . . . , λr; p) were significant. Define
λ′i := λi + ε · νi for all i = 1, . . . , r′,
γ1 := α1 + ε · β1, γ2 := α2 + ε · β2,
p′ := p + ε · q, where q :=
(1 − p)γ2 + γ12∑r−1
i=1 λiλi+1 + εγ2
.
We claim that d(λ1, . . . , λr; p) = d(λ
′
1, . . . , λ
′
r; p





































(ενiνi+1 + νiλi+1 + νi+1λi) = εγ2.



























− (1 − p)(
r−1∑
i=1




= d(λ1, . . . , λr; p)−
εγ1
2
− (1 − p)εγ2 + ε
(




= d(λ1, . . . , λr; p).
Thus we have shown that the configurations (:λ; p) and (:λ′; p′) have the same d-value.
Furthermore, if ε is sufficiently small and (:λ; p) is a feasible configuration, then so must
be (:λ′; p′). Moreover we have |:λ′| = |:λ| + ε|:ν| = |:λ| = 1. Hence if we now prove that for
all small enough ε the c-value of (:λ′; p′) is greater than that of (:λ; p), the latter cannot be
significant.
We will use the Taylor expansion of H(p) to compute the value of H(p′): there exists
a 0 ≤ η′ ≤ 1 such that
H(p′) = H(p + εq) = H(p) + εqH ′(p) +
ε2q2
2
H ′′(p + η′εq),
therefore there exists a positive constant η, such that for all sufficiently small ε we have
H(p′) ≥ H(p) + εqH ′(p) − ηε2q2. This implies
c(λ′1, . . . , λ
′
r′ ; p









≥ (H(p) + εqH ′(p) − ηε2q2)(
r−1∑
i=1









= εγ2H(p) + (εH
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= ε
(
− γ2b(p) − a(p)
γ1
2






Now either of the two conditions (3.12) or (3.13) immediately guarantees that we can
choose ε so small that the last expression certainly becomes positive, which completes the
proof of this lemma. 2
Corollary 3.2.2 No configuration (λ1, . . . , λk, p) with
b(p) · λk−2 + a(p) · λk−1 > 0
is significant.
Proof. We would like to apply Lemma 3.2.1 with r := k, r′ := k + 1 and
νk−1 := −1, νk+1 := 1, and νi := 0 for i = 1, . . . , k − 2, k.
Then





α1 = b(p)λk−2 + a(p)λk−1 > 0,
which means that (3.12) is satisfied. Hence Lemma 3.2.1 can be applied and (λ1, . . . , λk, p)
is not significant. 2
Proposition 3.2.3 For p < qk no configuration (λ1, . . . , λk; p) that is symmetric (i.e. one
that satisfies λi = λk+1−i for i = 1, . . . , k) can be significant.
In particular, for p < qk the configuration Qk,p = (λ
k
1(p), . . . , λ
k
k(p); p) is not significant.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.2.1 with r := r′ := k and νi := µ
k−1
i (q
k) and claim that
(3.13) holds.
First we use the properties of νi as guaranteed by Lemma 3.1.7 to see that indeed









(νiλi+1 + νi+1λi) = 0,
since νi+1λi = νi+1λk−i+1 = −νk−(i+1)+1λk−i+1 = −νk−iλk−i+1.
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⇔ cosφ > cosφk,
which is true, because p < qk is equivalent to φ < φ
k ≤ π. 2
Proposition 3.2.4 For p > qk+1 the configuration Qk,p = (λ
k
1(p), . . . , λ
k
k(p); p) is not
significant.
Proof. We would like to apply Corollary 3.2.2 and therefore need to show that for a
fixed p > qk+1
b(p)λkk−2(p) + a(p)λ
k
k−1(p) > 0. (3.14)
First we consider the case qk+1 < p < q∗. Since a(p) > 0 for p > 12 and since we can
assume that λkk−1(p) > 0 (otherwise Qk,p wouldn’t even be feasible), (3.14) is equivalent
to





Using the explicit formula in Proposition 3.1.4 (observe that the denominator is the same
for all λi and therefore cancels) we have to show that
1 >
sin(k − 2)φ− (−1)k sin 3φ + sin(k + 1)φ
−2 cosφ(− sin(k − 1)φ + (−1)k sin 2φ + sin(k + 1)φ) for
k
k + 2
π < φ < π. (3.15)
We defer this hardly interesting computation to Section 3.4.
Now consider the case p ≥ q∗. Here a(p)/2b(p) ≤ −1 and by Lemma 3.1.1
ti(p) = det(T





and T k(p) · :ξk = :1,
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We use this to prove that the recursion
ξi+1i+1(p) · ti+1(p) = ti(p) − b(p) · ξii(p) · ti(p) (3.18)
holds for all i ∈ N, which is easily verified as follows:



















We claim that this term is always positive. First observe that by (3.16), ti(p) > 0 for
all i ∈ N. Furthermore this implies that the matrix T k(p) is positive definite, hence
Mk(p) = (T k(p))−1 is also positive definite, thus |:ξk(p)| = :1T ·Mk(p) ·:1 is positive. Hence
if the configuration is feasible we must have ξ11(p) > 0, thus the recursion (3.18) and the
fact that b(p) < 0 imply that ξii(p) > 0 for all i ∈ [k + 1] and therefore ξk+1k+1(p) · tk+1(p)
must also be positive. 2
Now we move on to dismissing candidates Qk,p(x), which means dealing with those
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as stated in Proposition 3.1.5. Note that the layer sizes λki (p) are not defined for p = q
k
j ,
since here the matrix T k(p) is singular. Nevertheless we need λki (q
k
j ) when working with
 ki (q
k
j , x). This motivates the following definition:
λki (q
k
j ) := lim
p→qkj , p≥qkj
λki (p).
The following proposition states some very useful facts about λki (q
k









sinφkj − (−1)i(sin iφkj + sin(i + 1)φkj )
























(v)  ki (q
k
j , x
∗) = λki (q
k
j )
(vi)  ki (q
k
j , x




This proposition has several important consequences. First, (v) states that at the point
x = x∗ the configurations Qk,p(x) and Qk,p ‘meet’. Moreover, it is equivalent to
λki (q
k












j ) + x · µk−1i (qkj ) = λki (qkj ) + (x − x∗) · µk−1i (qkj ). (3.19)
This will turn out to be useful, since it will allow us to use the symmetry of :λ to partly
cover for the lack of symmetry in : .




∗ + x) =  kk(q
k
j ,−x) = −x,
hence the configuration Qk,qkj
(x) is only feasible for x ∈ [0, 2x∗], and therefore, because of
the symmetry expressed in (vi), we only need to consider x ∈ (0, x∗). Finally (iii) and (iv)
prove statement (vi) of our main theorem 1.3.1.
Because of the different structure of Qk,qkj
(x) for j odd and even, the dismissal of
Qk,qkj
(x) will be done separately.
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Proposition 3.2.6 For any even number j with 0 ≤ j ≤ k and any x ∈ (0, 1), the
configuration Qk,qkj
(x) = ( k1(q
k




j , x); q
k
j ) is not significant.
Proof. Let p := qkj and φ = φ(p). Since we can assume that p ≥ 12 , we also know
that φ ≥ π/2. Recall from Lemma 3.1.6 that for i ∈ [k − 1],
 ki (p, x) = λ
k−1
i (p) + x · µ
k−1
i (p) = (1 −
x
1 + cosφ
)λk−1i (φ) − x · b(p) ·m
k−1
i,k−1(p)







is positive or not.
Suppose that it is positive. Then we would like to apply Corollary 3.2.2 and therefore
need to show that
b(p) kk−2(p) + a(p) 
k
k−1(p) > 0. (3.21)
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.2.4 we deduce from T k−1(p)·:ξk−1 = :1 and Mk−1(p)·
T k−1(p) = id that
b(p)ξk−1k−2(p) + a(p)ξ
k−1











− x · b(p) > 0,
which is true since (3.20) is positive and b(p) is negative.
Now suppose that (3.20) is negative. In this case we would like to apply Lemma 3.2.1
with r := k, r′ := k + 1, λi :=  ki (p, x) and
νk := −1, νk+1 := 1, and νi := 0 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
Then
α1 = −2 kk(p, x) and α2 = − kk−1(p, x) +  kk(p, x),
hence the condition −b(p)α2 − a(p)2 α1 > 0 now reduces to
0
!
< b(p) ·  kk−1(p, x) − b(p) ·  kk(p, x) + a(p) ·  kk(p, x)
= b(p) · (1 − x
1 + cosφ
) · λk−1k−1(φ) − b(p)
2x ·mk−1k−1,k−1(p) − b(p) · x + a(p) · x






− x · b(p),
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where we used the fact (see Lemma 3.1.6) that
mk−1k−1,k−1(p) = (−1)









Since (3.20) is negative it therefore suffices to show that ξk−1k−1(p) is non–negative. Thanks










which is non–negative because π ≥ φ ≥ π/2. 2
Proposition 3.2.7 For any odd number j with 1 < j ≤ k and any x ∈ (0, 1), the config-
uration Qk,qkj
(x) = ( k1(q
k




j , x); q
k
j ) is not significant.
Proof. We take the same approach as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.3: since j > 1
we have that qkj < q
k, but unfortunately the configuration ( k1(q
k




j , x); q
k
j ) is
not symmetric. However, recall from (3.19) that it can be written as
 ki (q
k




j ) + (x − x∗) · µk−1i (qkj )
where the λki (q
k
j ) are symmetric. Now we apply Lemma 3.2.1 with
r := r′ := k, νi := µ
k−1
i (q





and claim that (3.13) holds.
Again we use the properties of νi as guaranteed by Lemma 3.1.7 to see that indeed













































j ) = −νk−(i+1)+1λkk−i+1(qkj ) = −νk−iλkk−i+1(qkj ) and
k∑
i=1
νi · µk−1i+1 (qkj ) =
k∑
i=1
νi+1 · µk−1i (qkj ) = 0
according to the last statement in Lemma 3.1.7.
The rest of the proof is identical to that of Proposition 3.2.3, since the νi are chosen
in exactly the same way and because qkj < q
k. 2
Thus we have dismissed all candidates Qk,qkj
(x) other than Qk,qk(x) in the range x ∈
[0, x∗].
3.3 Linearity and monotonicity
In this section we complete the proof of Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. We start with the
statement (vii) of Theorem 1.3.1, which we prove here in a slightly more general form.
Proposition 3.3.1 For an odd number j ∈ [k] consider a configuration (λ1, . . . , λr; qkj )
with r ≤ k. Set λr+1 = · · · = λk = 0 and µi := µk−1i (qkj ) for i = 1, . . . , k. There exists a
constant u such that for all x
c(λ1 + xµ1, . . . , λk + xµk; q
k
j ) = −a(qkj ) · d(λ1 + xµ1, . . . , λk + xµk; qkj ) + u .













2 − (1 − p)
k−1∑
i=1
(λi + xµi)(λi+1 + xµi+1)
)
+ u.
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Obviously u can be chosen so that (3.22) holds, so we only need to check (3.23) and (3.24).
Comparing the coefficients of λi in (3.23) results in
H(p)(µi+1 + µi−1) = −a(p)(−µi − (1 − p)(µi+1 + µi−1)).
Using the facts H(p) = (1 − p)a(p) − b(p) and a(p)2b(p) = cosφ this is equivalent to
µi+1 + µi−1 = −2 cos φ · µi,
which is true because by Lemma 3.1.6
µi−1 + µi+1 = (−1)i−1 ·
sin(i− 1)φ + sin(i + 1)φ
sinφ
= (−1)i−1 · 2 sin iφ · cosφ
sinφ
= −2 cosφ · µi.








which can be seen to be true using Lemma 3.1.7. 2
To complete the proof of the main result there is now only one piece missing: we still
need to prove that as x increases d(Qk,qk(x)) increases, and that as p increases d(Qk,p)
increases. This will be done in the following two propositions. The proof of the latter is
very technical and hence postponed to Section 3.4. For the proof of the first, recall that
in the case of qkj = q
k we have x∗ = λkk(q
k).
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Proposition 3.3.2 As x increases from 0 to x∗, the function
d(Qk,qk(x)) = d( 
k
1(q
k, x), . . . ,  kk(q
k, x), qk)
is strictly increasing.
Proof. Let us abbreviate  i(x) :=  
k
i (q
k, x), λi := λ
k
i (q




recall that by (3.19) we can write
 i(x) = λi − x∗ · µi + x · µi,
(where we will make use of the fact that the λi are symmetric) and that the function under
consideration is given by
d( k1(q
k, x), . . . ,  kk(q








2 − (1 − qk)
k−1∑
i=1
 i(x) i+1(x). (3.25)
We claim that the derivatives of the two sums involved are negative. Since λi = λk−i+1
and µi = −µk−i+1 we can use that
k∑
i=1








2[λi − x∗µi]µi + 2x · µ2i
)




which is easily seen to be negative, because x < x∗.
Similarly, the derivative of the second sum in (3.25) is
k−1∑
i=1
([λi − x∗µi]µi+1 + [λi+1 − x∗µi+1]µi + 2x · µiµi+1)




which is negative by Lemma 3.1.7. 2
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Proposition 3.3.3 As p increases from qk to qk+1, the function
d(Qk,p) = d(λ
k
1(p), . . . , λ
k
k(p), p)
is strictly increasing, while
c(Qk,p) = c(λ
k




We close this section with the proof of the main theorems. The only thing we have
to do is to assemble all the information gathered so far. While doing so, we will refer to
previous theorems, lemmas or propositions by simply mentioning their reference numbers
in brackets.
Proof of Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. We know that c(d) = c(Q) if Q is a d-significant
configuration [2.1.5]. We have determined a family C of candidates Qk,p and Qk,p(x), of
which we know [2.2.1, 2.2.10, 2.2.11] that for every d there exists a d-significant configura-
tion in C. We have defined constants qk and x∗ (depending on k) and have proved [Section
3.2] that Qk,p can only be significant if p ∈ [qk, qk+1], and that Qk,p(x) can only be sig-
nificant if p = qk and x ∈ [0, x∗]. Let us denote the subfamily formed by these remaining
configurations by C′. We have seen that the configurations ‘meet’ at the beginning (by
definition of Qk,p(x)) and end (by [3.2.5]) of their intervals:
Qk−1,qk = Qk,qk(0) and Qk,qk(x
∗) = Qk,qk .
We have shown [3.3.2,3.3.3] that d(Qk,p) is strictly increasing as a function in p, and that
d(Qk,qk(x)) is strictly increasing as a function in x. We may therefore deduce that the
infinite sequence of constants defined by




3 < d3 < d
′
4 < d4 < · · · <
1
2
which in turn implies that for every d there exists only one configuration Q∗ in C′ with
d(Q∗) = d. We can therefore conclude that it must be d-significant. Now it only remains
to check that in the above intervals the configurations and their parameters [3.1.4, 3.1.5,
3.3.1] are as stated in the theorems. This completes the proof of our main result as stated
in Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. 2
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3.4 Technical computations
This section contains the proofs of those lemmas and propositions that we stated in the
previous sections of this chapter but didn’t prove there. All of them are fairly technical
and hence probably not very easy to read. We will very often use trigonometric identi-
ties (without refering to them explicitly), such as sin(x ± y) = sinx cos y ± cos x sin y or
sinx sin y = 12(cos(x− y) − cos(x + y)) for example.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.1. By expanding the determinant of T k by the first row we obtain
the recursion
tk = atk−1 − b2tk−2. (3.26)
In both cases the claimed identity for tk is then easily verified by induction on k. (In
the second case use cos 2x = 2cos2 x − 1 to verify the case  = 2 and 2 sin x+y2 cos
x−y
2 =
sinx + sin y for the induction step.) 2
Proof of Lemma 3.1.3. Let us first deal with the case 2 ≤ i, j ≤ k − 1. Here we need
to show that
bmi,j−1 + ami,j + bmi,j+1 = δi,j .
If indeed i = j then applying the definition of the mki,j and using the recursion (3.26) from
the preceding proof












− b2ti−2tk−i + ti−1tk−i+1
)
.
It therefore suffices to show that for all i = 2, . . . , k
tk = −b2ti−2tk−i + ti−1tk−i+1,
which we prove by induction on i. Since t0 = 1 and t1 = a, the case i = 2 is identical to
(3.26). For the induction step we need to show that that
−b2ti−2tk−i + ti−1tk−i+1 = tk
!
= −b2ti−1tk−i−1 + titk−i,
which is equivalent to
ti−1 · (tk−i+1 + b2tk−i−1) = tk−i(ti + b2ti−2).
Once again using (3.26), both sides of the last equality can be seen to be equal to a · ti−1 ·
tk−i.
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Now suppose that i < j, the case i > j can be dealt with analogously. Then








To deal with those cases where {i, j} ∩ {1, k} = ∅, simply define t−1 := 0, and observe
that this agrees with the recursion (3.26). Now we can extend the definition mki,j to cover
those cases where {i, j} ∩ {0, k + 1} = ∅ – here mki,j = 0 and the same proof as above
applies. 2






(−1)j sin jθ = − sin θ + (−1)
k sin kθ + (−1)k sin(k + 1)θ





cos(j · θ + ϑ) = − cosϑ + cos(θ + ϑ) + cos(k · θ + ϑ)− cos((k + 1)θ + ϑ)
2 − 2 cos θ .

























eiθ + 1− (−1)kei(k+1)θ − (−1)keikθ − e−iθ − 1 + (−1)ke−i(k+1)θ + (−1)ke−ikθ
(1 + eiθ)(1 + e−iθ)
=
− sin θ + (−1)k sin kθ + (−1)k sin(k + 1)θ
2 + 2 cos θ
.
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k∑
j=1











1 − eiθ +
e−i(θ+ϑ)(1 − e−ikθ)




ei(θ+ϑ)[1 − e−iθ − eikθ + ei(k−1)θ]




e−i(θ+ϑ)[1 − eiθ − e−ikθ + e−i(k−1)θ]
(1 − eiθ)(1 − e−iθ)
=
cos(θ + ϑ)− cosϑ− cos[(k + 1)θ + ϑ] + cos[kθ + ϑ]


















sin jθ · sin(j + 1)θ = 1
2















1 − e2iθ +
e−2iθ − e−2i(k+1)θ





2iθ − 1− e2i(k+1)θ + e2ikθ + e−2iθ − 1− e−2i(k+1)θ + e−2ikθ




= −2 cos 2θ − 2 − 2 cos 2(k + 1)θ + 2cos 2kθ




= −cos 2θ − 1− cos 2(k + 1)θ + cos 2kθ
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k∑
j=1


















k cos θ − e
3iθ − eiθ − ei(2k+3)θ + ei(2k+1)θ
4(1 − e2iθ)(1 − e−2iθ)
−e
−3iθ − e−iθ − e−i(2k+3)θ + e−i(2k+1)θ




k cos θ − cos 3θ − cos θ − cos(2k + 3)θ + cos(2k + 1)θ









k cos θ +

















b(p) sin φ sin(k + 1)φ















b(p) sin φ sin(k + 1)φ
· [sin(k − i + 1)φ− sin φ + (−1)
i sin iφ + (−1)i sin(i + 1)φ
2 + 2 cos φ
−(−1)k sin iφ− sinφ + (−1)
k−i sin(k − i)φ + (−1)k−i sin(k − i + 1)φ
2 + 2 cosφ
]
=
−(−1)i sin(k − i + 1)φ sin φ + sin(k − i + 1)φ sin(i + 1)φ
b(p) sinφ sin(k + 1)φ · (2 + 2 cos φ)
+
(−1)k−i sinφ sin iφ− sin iφ sin(k − i)φ
b(p) sinφ sin(k + 1)φ · (2 + 2 cos φ) .
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Finally, observe that
sin(k − i + 1)φ sin(i + 1)φ− sin iφ sin(k − i)φ
= sin(k − i + 1)φ · [sin iφ cosφ + cos iφ sin φ]
− sin iφ · [sin(k − i + 1)φ cos φ− cos(k − i + 1)φ sin φ]
= sinφ · [sin(k − i + 1)φ cos iφ + cos(k − i + 1)φ sin iφ]
= sinφ sin(k + 1)φ,






i=1(−1)k−i sin iφ− (−1)i sin(k − i + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ
2b(p)(1 + cosφ) sin(k + 1)φ
.
Consider the numerator:















(−1)i sin iφ + k sin(k + 1)φ
= 2(−1)k− sinφ + (−1)
k sin kφ + (−1)k sin(k + 1)φ
2 + 2 cos φ
+ k sin(k + 1)φ
=
−(−1)k sinφ + sin kφ + sin(k + 1)φ
1 + cosφ
+ k sin(k + 1)φ,
which proves (3.8). 2
Proof of Lemma 3.1.6. We have to compute the value of the functions mk−1i,k−1, ξ
k−1
k−1 ,
µk−1i and  
k
i at the point q
k
j . To improve readability, we omit the term q
k
j in our calculations





= (−1)i+k−1b−1 sin iφ
sin kφ
(3.11)
= (−1)i+k−1b−1 sin iφ−(−1)k−j sinφ
= (−1)i+j sin iφ
b sinφ
.
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To compute ξk−1k−1 , we use the formula in Proposition 3.1.4 to see that
ξk−1k−1 =
−(−1)k−j sin 2φ− (−1)k−1 sinφ− (−1)k−j sinφ
−(−1)k−j2b(1 + cosφ) sinφ
=
{
2 cos φ sinφ+2 sinφ
2b(cos φ sinφ+sinφ) =
1
b , if j odd,
2 cosφ sinφ




b(1+cos φ) , if j even.
Finally, first use (3.11) to see that (for j odd) the formula for µk−1k is indeed equal to one
and then observe that the above results show that the expressions for µk−1i and  
k
i follow
directly from their definitions in Proposition 3.1.5. 2
Proof of Lemma 3.1.7. We will use the explicit formula
µk−1i (q
k
j ) = (−1)i
sin iφkj
sinφkj














sin(k − (i− 1))φ
sinφ
= −(−1)k+1−i+k−j sin iφ
sinφ
= −µi,























































= − (k + 1) cos φ
2 sin2 φ
,















cos i(φ′ − φ) −
k∑
i=1
cos i(φ′ + φ)
)
.
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We claim that the last two sums are identical. By Lemma 3.4.1
k∑
i=1
cos i(φ′ ± φ) = −1 + cos(φ
′ ± φ) + cos k(φ′ ± φ) − cos(k + 1)(φ′ ± φ)
2 − 2 cos(φ′ ± φ) .
Notice that
φ′ − φ = j − j
′
k + 1
π, φ′ + φ =
2k − j′ − j
k + 1
π,
As j and j′ are odd, we know that (k + 1)(φ′ ± φ) is an even multiple of π and hence




cos i(φ′ ± φ) = −2 + 2 cos(φ
′ ± φ)
2− 2 cos(φ′ ± φ) = −1,












cos[i(φ′ − φ) + φ′]−
k∑
i=1





cos[i(φ′ ± φ) + φ′] = − cosφ
′ + cos((φ′ ± φ) + φ′) + cos(−(φ′ ± φ) + φ′)− cosφ′
2− 2 cos(φ′ ± φ)
=
−2 cosφ′ + 2cos(φ′ ± φ) cos φ′
2 − 2 cos(φ′ ± φ) = − cosφ
′.
2
Proof of (3.15) in the proof of Proposition 3.2.4. Recall that
(1 − 2
k + 2
)π < φ < π
and hence




sin(k − 2)φ− (−1)k sin 3φ + sin(k + 1)φ
−2 cosφ(− sin(k − 1)φ + (−1)k sin 2φ + sin(k + 1)φ)
=
(−1)k+1 sin 3φ + sin(k − 2)φ + sin(k + 1)φ
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In order to prove (3.15), we need to show that B(k, φ) > A(k, φ) or B(n, φ) < A(n, φ),
depending on whether B(n, φ) is positive or negative. This is done in the following two
claims.
Claim 1: If φk+1 < φ < π, then B(k, φ) is positive for odd k and negative for even k.
Claim 2: If φk+1 < φ < π, then B(k, φ) − A(k, φ) is positive for odd k and negative
for even k.
Proof of Claim 1: Rearranging the terms involved in B(k, φ), we get
B(k, φ) = (−1)k+12 sin 2φ cos φ− 2 cos kφ sin 2φ
= 2 sin 2φ
(




2 sin 2φ · 2 sin k+12 φ sin
k−1
2 φ , k odd
−2 sin 2φ · 2 cos k+12 φ cos
k−1
2 φ , k even.
Now with the help of (3.27)
π < 2φ < 2π, (
k − 1
2












and thereby Claim 1 follows, because sin 2φ is negative, and each of the pairs sin k−12 φ,




2 φ has opposite signs.
Proof of Claim 2:
B(k, φ) −A(k, φ) = − sin(k + 2)φ− sin(k + 1)φ + (−1)k+1 sinφ

















2)φ) , k odd




2)φ) , k even
=
{




2 φ , k odd




2 φ , k even.




























and thereby Claim 2 follows, because cos 12φ is positive, cos
k+2
2 φ and sin
k+1
2 φ have oppo-
site signs and sin k+22 φ and cos
k+1
2 φ have the same sign. 2











j ) for r = k − 1, k. Moreover, observation (3.11) and the analogue for cos, namely
cos(k − i)φkj = (−1)k−j cos(i + 1)φkj , (3.28)
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ηki (φ) := (−1)k−i sin iφ− (−1)i sin(k − i + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ,
ψk(φ) :=
−(−1)k sinφ + sin kφ + sin(k + 1)φ
1 + cosφ
+ k sin(k + 1)φ.
To prove part (i), we repeatedly use (3.11) together with the fact that j is odd.
ηk−1i (φ) = (−1)k−1−i sin iφ− (−1)k+i sin(i + 1)φ + (−1)k sinφ
ψk−1(φ) =
−(−1)k−1 sinφ + (−1)k sin 2φ + (−1)k sinφ
1 + cosφ
+ (k − 1)(−1)k sinφ
= (−1)k
(2 sinφ + 2 sinφ cosφ
1 + cosφ
+ (k − 1) sin φ
)
= (−1)k(k + 1) sin φ.
For the proof of (ii), notice that ηki (φ) = 0 = ψ
k(φ). We therefore use L’Hôpital’s rule
to determine λki and differentiate η
k
i (φ) and ψ
k(φ) with respect to φ:
(ηki )
′(φ) = (−1)k−ii cos iφ− (−1)i(k − i + 1) cos(k − i + 1)φ + (k + 1) cos(k + 1)φ
= (−1)k−ii cos iφ + (−1)k+i(k − i + 1) cos iφ− (k + 1)(−1)k
= (−1)k−1(k + 1)
(
















+ k(k + 1) cos(k + 1)φ
=
(
− (−1)k cosφ + k(−1)k−1 cosφ + (k + 1)(−1)k−1
)
1 + cosφ




(k + 1) cos φ + (k + 1)
)
1 + cosφ
+ k(k + 1)(−1)k−1 = (−1)k−1(k + 1)2.
To prove (iii), simply observe that by (i) and (ii)
λk−1k−1 =
sinφ + sin 2φ + sinφ
(k + 1) sin φ
= 2 · sinφ(1 + cosφ)
(k + 1) sin φ
= 2λkk.
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Before we proceed to the proof of (iv)-(vi), we claim that
λk−1i − λk−1i−1 = −2x∗ · µk−1i for i ≥ 2, (3.29)
which is immediately verified as follows:
λk−1i − λk−1i−1 =
−(−1)i(sin iφ + sin(i + 1)φ) + (−1)i−1(sin(i− 1)φ + sin iφ)
(k + 1) sin φ
= (−1)i−1 2 sin iφ + sin(i + 1)φ + sin(i− 1)φ
(k + 1) sin φ
= (−1)i−1 2 sin iφ + 2 sin iφ cos φ
(k + 1) sin φ
=
2(−1)i−1 sin iφ(1 + cosφ)
(k + 1) sin φ
= −2λkkµk−1i = −2x∗µ
k−1
i ,




2 sin φ− (−1)i(sin iφ + sin(i + 1)φ) − (−1)i−1(sin(i− 1)φ + sin iφ)
(k + 1) sin φ
=
2 sin φ + (−1)i−1(sin(i + 1)φ) − sin(i− 1)φ)
(k + 1) sin φ
=
2 sin φ + 2(−1)i−1 cos iφ sinφ
(k + 1) sin φ
= 2
1 + (−1)i−1 cos iφ
k + 1
= 2λki ,
which proves (iv). The case i = k of (v) follows from the definition of x∗. For i < k we
use (3.29) and (iv):
 ki (x
∗) = λk−1i + x











For the case i = k of (vi) use the fact that (by Lemma 3.1.6) µk−11 = −1 together with
(iii) to see
 k1(x
∗−x) = λk−11 +(x∗−x)µk−11 = λk−1k−1− (x
∗−x) = 2λkk− (x∗−x) = x∗+x =  kk(x∗+x).
For i < k we have by Lemma 3.1.7
 kk−i+1(x
∗ − x) = λk−1k−i+1 + (x
∗ − x) · µk−1k−i+1 = λ
k−1













+ x · µk−1i
= λk−1i + x
∗ · µk−1i + x · µk−1i =  ki (x∗ + x). 2
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We now approach the proof of Proposition 3.3.3, for which we need two auxiliary






ηkj (p) = (−1)k−j sin jφ− (−1)j sin(k − j + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ.
Lemma 3.4.3
ηkj (p)− ηkj+1(p) =
{




4 φ , if k is even




4 φ , if k is odd.
Proof. Assume that k is even. Then
ηkj (p) − ηkj+1(p)
= (−1)j sin jφ− (−1)j sin(k − j + 1)φ− [−(−1)j sin(j + 1)φ + (−1)j sin(k − j)φ]
= (−1)j · 2 · cos k + 1
2
φ · sin(−k − 2j + 1
2
φ) − (−1)j · 2 · cos k + 1
2
φ · sin k − 2j − 1
2
φ
= −(−1)j · 2 · cos k + 1
2
φ · [sin k − 2j + 1
2
φ + sin
k − 2j − 1
2
φ]
= −(−1)j · 2 · cos k + 1
2
φ · 2 · sin 2k − 4j
4
φ · cos 1
2
φ.
The proof for k odd is almost identical. 2





< 0 , if k ≡ 0(4)





> 0 , if k ≡ 1(4)
< 0 , if k ≡ 3(4)
(iii) (−1)i cos(k
2




< 0 , if k ≡ 0(4)
> 0 , if k ≡ 2(4)
(iv) (−1)i sin(k
2




< 0 , if k ≡ 1(4)
> 0 , if k ≡ 3(4)
(v) (−1)k cos(k − 2i− 1)φ− cosφ > 0.
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Proof. Since k−1k+1π < φ < π we can write
φ = (1 − 2δ
k + 1
)π, for some δ ∈ (0, 1).




− i)φ = (k
2
− i)π − δ · k − 2i
k + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈ (0,1)
π.
Now use the fact that (−1)i sinx = sin(x + iπ) and (−1)i cos x = cos(x + iπ) to see that
(−1)i sin(k
2





















k+1 π). This already suffices to establish
(i) and (ii). For (iii) and (iv) apply the same argument again together with the obvious
fact that δ k−2ik+1 > δ
k−2j
k+1 since i < j.
To prove (v), observe that
(−1)k cos(k − 2i− 1)φ− cosφ = − cos
(
2δ















k+1 π < 2π −
2δ
k+1π, this expression is positive. 2

















are strictly decreasing. In the following we will abbreviate λki (p) by λi, and set λ0 =
λk+1 = 0 for convenience. It obviously suffices to show that both of the involved sums are























i = 0 since
∑k
i=1 λi = 1. Recall that by the original Lagrange
conditions as stated in (3.5) we know that there exists a u such that for all i
b(p) · λi−1 + a(p) · λi + b(p) · λi+1 = u.
Combining these two facts results in
k∑
i=1
b(p) · (λi−1 + λi+1)λ′i + a(p)λiλ′i = 0,
which is the same as b(p)B′ + a(p)A′/2 = 0. Since b(p) is negative and a(p) is positive, B′




(λi+1 − λi)2 = 2(A−B).
Since
C ′ = 2A′ − 2B′ = A′ · (2 + a(p)
b(p)
)
and a(p)b(p) > −2 for p < q
∗, C ′ has the same sign as A′ and B′. Our aim is now to show that
C ′ = 2
k∑
i=1








, ηkj (p) = (−1)k−j sin jφ− (−1)j sin(k − j + 1)φ + sin(k + 1)φ,
and note that the definition also allows for ηk0(p) = η
k
k+1(p) = 0. By Lemma 3.4.3
ηkj (p)− ηkj+1(p) =
{




2 − j)φ , if k is even




2 − j)φ , if k is odd.
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and hence, as λ0 = 0, also




For k odd we analogously obtain




Moreover, induction on i gives




) · λ1, where yj :=
{
(−1)j sin(k2 − j)φ , for k even,
(−1)j cos(k2 − j)φ , for k odd.
(3.30)
Observe that by Lemma 3.4.4 we know that for a given k all
yi with 0 ≤ i < k2 have the same sign. (3.31)






i=1 λi = 1 and replacing λi by (3.30) gives
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Now determine λ′i by differentiating (3.30)




































































































ijyj − y2i jy′j)
Since we want to prove that C ′ < 0 and since we know that λ1 > 0, our aim is to show
that the above double sum has the same sign as y0. To do this we first simplify this sum
by grouping some terms, namely the pairs i, k − i and j, k − j.
Observe that for k even
yk−i = (−1)k−i · sin(
k
2
− (k − i))φ = (−1)i sin(−(k
2
− i))φ = −yi
hence y′k−i = −y′i and analogously for k odd. Therefore
jyj + (k − j)yk−j = (2j − k)yj , jy′j + (k − j)y′k−j = (2j − k)y′j.
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(y′iyj − yiy′j) · (yi(2j − k) − yj(2i− k)).
So, we have reduced the problem to the two factors y′iyj−yiy′j and yi(2j−k)−yj(2i−k)
for i < j. We claim that the factor yi(2j−k)−yj(2i−k) has the same sign as y0. Consider
its derivative: for k even
(yi(2j − k) − yj(2i − k))′













− i) · [(−1)i cos(k
2
− i)φ− (−1)j cos(k
2
− j)φ].
Analogously for k odd:





− i) · [(−1)i sin(k
2
− i)φ− (−1)j sin(k
2
− j)φ].
Now apply Lemma 3.4.4 (iii) and (iv) to see that these expressions are positive if k ≡ 0, 3(4)
and negative otherwise. As the value of yi(2j − k)− yj(2i− k) is zero at φ = π the value
has to be negative for all φ ∈ (k−1k+1π, π) if k ≡ 0, 3(4) and positive otherwise. By Lemma
3.4.4 (i) and (ii) we know that y0 behaves identically.
Now consider y′iyj − yiy′j: we claim that it is positive for all k and all i < j. Since this
expression is exactly the numerator of the derivative of yi/yj , it suffices to show that the
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Due to (3.31), the terms yi/yi+1 are all positive, and it therefore suffices to show that
(yi/yi+1)
′ > 0 for all 0 ≤ i < k2 − 1. We claim that
y′iyi+1 − yiy′i+1 = −(−1)k
1
2
sin(k − 2i− 1)φ + 1
2
(k − 2i− 1) sin φ, (3.34)








− i− 1)φ + (k
2
− i− 1) cos(k
2











[sin(k − 2i− 1)φ + sinφ]
= −1
2
sin(k − 2i− 1)φ + 1
2










− i− 1)φ − (k
2
− i− 1) sin(k
2
















sin(k − 2i− 1)φ + 1
2
(k − 2i− 1) sin φ.
At the point φ = π (3.34) has value zero. Again we consider the derivative
(y′iyi+1 − yiy′i+1)′ = −
1
2
(k − 2i− 1)[(−1)k cos(k − 2i− 1)φ− cosφ].
By Lemma 3.4.4 (v) this is negative and therefore y′iyi+1 − yiy′i+1 must be positive for
φ < π. 2
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